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Cameron-Liebler sets of generators in finite classical polar
spaces
Maarten De Boeck∗, Morgan Rodgers†, Leo Storme‡and Andrea Sˇvob§
Abstract
Cameron-Liebler sets were originally defined as collections of lines (“line classes”) in
PG(3, q) sharing certain properties with line classes of symmetric tactical decompositions.
While there are many equivalent characterisations, these objects are defined as sets of lines
whose characteristic vector lies in the image of the transpose of the point-line incidence matrix
of PG(3, q), and so combinatorially they behave like a union of pairwise disjoint point-pencils.
Recently, the concept of a Cameron-Liebler set has been generalised to several other set-
tings. In this article we introduce Cameron-Liebler sets of generators in finite classical polar
spaces. For each of the polar spaces we give a list of characterisations that mirrors those for
Cameron-Liebler line sets, and also prove some classification results.
Keywords: Cameron-Liebler set, finite classical polar space, distance-regular graph, tight set,
3-transitivity
MSC 2010 codes: 51A50, 51E30, 51E12, 05B25, 05C50, 05E30
1 Introduction
In [8], Cameron and Liebler investigated collineation groups of PG(n, q) having the same number
of orbits on points as on lines. A line orbit of such a group possesses special properties, leading
to the notion of what are now called Cameron-Liebler line classes in PG(n, q). These line sets
have mostly been studied in PG(3, q) where many equivalent characterisations, both algebraic and
combinatorial, are known; we refer to [34] for an overview.
In recent years the concept of Cameron-Liebler classes has been generalised to many other
contexts, for example Cameron-Liebler k-classes in PG(2k + 1, q) were introduced in [37], and
Cameron-Liebler classes in finite sets were described in [15]. The central problem for Cameron-
Liebler classes, regardless of the context, is to determine for which parameters x a Cameron-
Liebler class exists, and to classify the examples admitting a given parameter x. Constructions of
Cameron-Liebler line classes in PG(3, q) and classification results were obtained in [7, 8, 11, 22,
21, 23, 24, 27, 28, 36]. For Cameron-Liebler classes in finite sets a complete classification has been
described in [15]. Classification results for Cameron-Liebler k-classes in PG(2k + 1, q) were found
in [29, 37].
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In this article we will introduce Cameron-Liebler sets of generators in polar spaces (we do not
call them classes to avoid confusion with the classes of generators on a hyperbolic quadric). Our
generalisation will be motivated by the following purely combinatorial definition for Cameron-
Liebler line classes of PG(3, q).
Definition 1.1. A set of lines L in PG(3, q) is a Cameron-Liebler line class with parameter x if
any line ℓ ∈ L is disjoint to (x− 1)q2 lines of L, and any line ℓ /∈ L is disjoint to xq2 lines of L.
The collection of lines through a fixed point (a point-pencil) contains q2 + q + 1 lines, and
is a Cameron-Liebler line class in PG(3, q) with parameter 1. If we were able to take L to be
a union of x pairwise disjoint point-pencils, a line ℓ ∈ L would be disjoint to (x − 1)q2 lines of
L, and a line ℓ /∈ L would be disjoint to xq2 lines of L, hence L would be a Cameron-Liebler
line class with parameter x. While it is impossible to have two disjoint point-pencils in PG(3, q),
a Cameron-Liebler line class in PG(3, q) with parameter x can be thought of as a set of lines
that combinatorially (with respect to disjointness) behaves like a union of x pairwise disjoint
point-pencils.
Section 2 will introduce the necessary background while Section 3 is devoted to proving
the characterisation results, which will differ among the polar spaces. We will characterise the
Cameron-Liebler sets using disjointness, as vectors in an eigenspace, as vectors in the image of a
matrix and through their relation with spreads. In Section 4 we will present some examples of
Cameron-Liebler sets of generators on polar spaces and in Section 6 we will present some classifi-
cation results. The main result is Theorem 6.7 in which the Cameron-Liebler sets with parameter
at most qe−1 + 1 are classified. Section 5 focuses on the rank 2 case, the generators (lines) of
generalised quadrangles.
2 Preliminaries
Distance-regular graphs and association schemes
Our work will rely on many tools from the theory of association schemes, which were introduced
in [5]. We also refer to [6, Chapter 2] and [16] as important texts on this topic. While we will follow
the approach given in [43], we will primarily focus on how these concepts apply to the specialized
case of distance-regular graphs. More information on this important class of association schemes
can be found in [6].
Throughout this paper, we will denote the matrix of all ones by J . The all-one vector of length
m will be denoted by jm; we denote it by j if its length is clear from the context.
Definition 2.1. A d-class association scheme R on a finite non-empty set Ω is a set {R0, . . . , Rd}
of d+ 1 symmetric relations on Ω such that the following properties hold.
1. R0 is the identity relation.
2. R is a partition of Ω2.
3. For x, z ∈ Ω with (x, z) ∈ Rk, the number of y ∈ Ω such that (x, y) ∈ Ri and (y, z) ∈ Rj ,
equals a constant pkij (and is thus independent of x and z).
Let Γ be a graph with diameter d, and let δ(u, v) denote the distance between vertices u and
v of Γ. The ith-neighborhood of a vertex v is the set Γi(v) = {w : d(v, w) = i}; we similarly
define Γi to be the ith distance graph of Γ, that is, the vertex set of Γi is the same as for Γ, with
adjacency in Γi defined by the ith distance relation in Γ. We say that Γ is distance-regular if the
distance relations of Γ give the relations of a d-class association scheme, that is, for every choice of
0 ≤ i, j, k ≤ d, all vertices v and w with δ(v, w) = k satisfy |Γi(v)∩Γj(w)| = pkij for some constant
pkij .
In a distance-regular graph, we have that pkij = 0 whenever i+ j < k or k < |i− j|. A distance-
regular graph Γ is necessarily regular with degree p011; more generally, each distance graph Γi is
2
regular with degree ki = p
0
ii. An equivalent definition of a distance-regular graph is the existence
of the constants bi = p
i
i+1,1 and ci = p
i
i−1,1 for 0 ≤ i ≤ d (notice that bd = c0 = 0). This collection
of values {b0, . . . , bd−1; c1, . . . , cd} is called the parameter set of the distance-regular graph, and
all of the remaining pkij are determined by these values.
For the remainder of this section, Γ will be a distance-regular graph with diameter d and vertex
set Ω = {x1, . . . , xn}. Let Ak be the adjacency matrix of Γk for 0 ≤ k ≤ d, that is, Ak will have a
1 in the (i, j) position if δ(xi, xj) = k and 0 otherwise. This gives a set of d+1 symmetric matrices
A0, . . . , Ad with A0 = I,
∑d
i=0Ai = J , and AiAj =
∑d
k=0 p
k
ijAk. The ordering on Ω used to form
the matrices Ai will be considered to be fixed, giving us an ordered basis for the vector space R
Ω.
The R-vector space generated by the matrices A0, . . . , Ad is closed under matrix multiplication
and so it is a (d+ 1)-dimensional commutative R-algebra A, which is known as the Bose-Mesner
algebra of the association scheme. We can also obtain a second important basis for the Bose-
Mesner algebra. A matrix E is idempotent if E2 = E, and an idempotent matrix is called minimal
if it cannot be written as the sum of two nonzero idempotent matrices.
Theorem 2.2. The Bose-Mesner algebra of a d-class association scheme on Ω has a unique basis
{E0, . . . , Ed} of minimal idempotents. Moreover, EiEj = δijEi. The subspaces V0, . . . , Vd, with
Vi = im(Ei), form an orthogonal decomposition of R
Ω.
Since |Ω| = n, we always consider E0 = 1nJ . Since {Ai} and {Ei} are both bases for A, there
are values Pj,i such that Ai =
∑d
j=0 Pj,iEj . From this it is clear that AiEj = Pj,iEj , therefore
Vj = im(Ej) is a subspace of eigenvectors for the matrix Ai with corresponding eigenvalue Pj,i
(the Pj,i are thus called the eigenvalues of the association scheme).
Note that Vj is not necessarily an eigenspace for all incidence matrices as it could happen that
for a particular matrix Ai, two eigenvalues coincide. E.g., for the matrix A0 there is only one
eigenvalue and hence RΩ is the only eigenspace. However since it is true that each eigenspace is an
orthogonal sum of the Vj , and Γ (with adjacency matrix A1) has exactly d+1 distinct eigenvalues,
we refer to the Vj as the eigenspaces of the underlying association scheme.
The eigenspaces of an association scheme give us a powerful tool for working with the Bose-
Mesner algebra, as is shown by the following result which holds for any association scheme.
Lemma 2.3. Let R be a d-class association scheme on the set Ω and let A be the corresponding
Bose-Mesner algebra. If A ∈ A, then im(A) is a direct sum of eigenspaces of the association
scheme.
Proof. All matrices in A are symmetric, so im(A) = im(At). Let E0, . . . , Ed be the minimal
idempotents of A, giving a corresponding orthogonal decomposition RΩ = V0 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Vd. Since
A ∈ A, we can write A = ∑di=0 ciEi. We set I to be the collection of indices for which ci 6= 0.
We will now show that im(A) = (⊥i∈I Vi). If v ∈ im(A) there is a vector w such that v = Aw,
and thus
v = Aw =
(
d∑
i=0
ciEi
)
w =
d∑
i=0
ci(Eiw) ∈ (⊥i∈I Vi) ,
since Vi = im(Ei). On the other hand, for any v ∈ (⊥i∈I Vi) we have v =
∑
i∈I vi with each
vi ∈ Vi, and thus v =
∑
i∈I Eiwi for some collection of vectors wi ∈ RΩ. Thus we have that
A
(∑
i∈I
1
ci
Eiwi
)
=

 d∑
j=0
cjEj

(∑
i∈I
1
ci
Eiwi
)
=
∑
i∈I
d∑
j=0
cj
ci
δijEiwi =
∑
i∈I
Eiwi = v ,
and so v ∈ im (A).
We also mention the following result about cliques for a relation in an association scheme.
Theorem 2.4 ([43, Corollary 2.2.9]). Let R be a relation in an association scheme and let S be
a clique of R with characteristic vector χ. Let V be an eigenspace of the scheme, with λ the
eigenvalue of R on V , and k the eigenvalue of V corresponding to the identity relation. If λ < 0,
then |S| ≤ 1− kλ , and in case |S| = 1− kλ then χ ∈ V ⊥.
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Polar spaces
Polar spaces of rank d ≥ 2 are a kind of incidence geometries having subspaces of dimension
0, . . . , d − 1. In this article we will only discuss finite polar spaces (polar spaces having a finite
number of subspaces). The axiomatic introduction of polar spaces is due to Veldkamp [45, 46] and
Tits [41]. Polar spaces of rank 2 are called generalised quadrangles. We define them separately.
Definition 2.5. A generalised quadrangle of order (s, t), with s, t ≥ 1, is a point-line geometry
satisfying the following axioms.
• Two distinct points are incident with at most one line.
• Any line is incident with s+ 1 points and any point is incident with t+ 1 lines.
• For any point P and line ℓ, with P not incident with ℓ, there is a unique tuple (P ′, ℓ′) such
that P is incident with ℓ′, P ′ is incident with ℓ and P ′ is incident with ℓ′.
For any generalised quadrangle Q of order (s, t) we can define the dual generalised quadrangle
QD by interchanging the roles of points and lines in Q. The generalised quadrangle QD has order
(t, s).
The reason for introducing the polar spaces of rank 2 separately is the famous result by Tits
(see [41]) which states that all finite polar spaces of rank at least 3 are classical polar spaces.
Therefore we immediately introduce finite classical polar spaces.
Definition 2.6. A finite classical polar space is an incidence geometry consisting of the totally
isotropic subspaces of a non-degenerate quadratic or non-degenerate reflexive sesquilinear form on
a vector space Fn+1q .
Throughout this article we will consider the finite classical polar spaces as substructures of
PG(n, q), and describe all dimensions as projective dimensions. The subspaces of dimension 0
(vector lines), 1 (vector planes) and 2 (vector solids) are called points, lines and planes, respectively.
A bilinear form for which all vectors are isotropic is called symplectic. A sesquilinear form on
V is called Hermitian if the corresponding field automorphism θ is an involution and f(v, w) =
f(w, v)
θ
for all v, w ∈ V . We now list the finite classical polar spaces of rank d.
• The hyperbolic quadric Q+(2d−1, q) embedded in PG(2d−1, q). It arises from a hyperbolic
quadratic form on V (2d, q). Its standard equation is X0X1 + · · ·+X2d−2X2d−1 = 0.
• The parabolic quadric Q(2d, q) embedded in PG(2d, q). It arises from a parabolic quadratic
form on V (2d+ 1, q). Its standard equation is X20 +X1X2 + · · ·+X2d−1X2d = 0.
• The elliptic quadric Q−(2d + 1, q) embedded in PG(2d + 1, q). It arises from an elliptic
quadratic form on V (2d + 2, q). Its standard equation is X0X1 + · · · + X2d−2X2d−1 +
g(X2d, X2d+1) = 0 with g a homogeneous irreducible quadratic polynomial over Fq.
• The Hermitian polar space H(2d − 1, q2) embedded in PG(2d − 1, q2). It arises from a
Hermitian form on V (2d, q2), constructed using the field automorphism x 7→ xq . Its standard
equation is Xq+10 +X
q+1
1 + · · ·+Xq+12d−1 = 0.
• The Hermitian polar space H(2d, q2) embedded in PG(2d, q2). It arises from a Hermitian
form on V (2d + 1, q2), constructed using the field automorphism x 7→ xq. Its standard
equation is Xq+10 +X
q+1
1 + · · ·+Xq+12d = 0.
• The symplectic polar space W(2d− 1, q) embedded in PG(2d− 1, q). It arises from a sym-
plectic form on V (2d, q). For this symplectic form we can choose an appropriate basis
{e1, . . . , ed, e′1, . . . , e′d} of V (2d, q) such that f(ei, ej) = f(e′i, e′j) = 0 and f(ei, e′j) = δi,j ,
with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d.
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Definition 2.7. The subspaces of maximal dimension (being d− 1) of a polar space of rank d are
called generators. We define the parameter e of a polar space P over Fq as logq(x− 1) with x the
number of generators through a (d− 2)-space of P .
The parameter of a polar space only depends on the type of the polar space and not on its
rank. Table 1 gives an overview.
polar space e
Q+(2d− 1, q) 0
H(2d− 1, q) 1/2
W(2d− 1, q) 1
Q(2d, q) 1
H(2d, q) 3/2
Q−(2d+ 1, q) 2
Table 1: The parameter of the finite classical polar spaces.
Now we discuss a remarkable property of the hyperbolic quadrics.
Remark 2.8. We define a relation ∼ on the set Ω of generators of a hyperbolic quadric Q+(2d+
1, q) in the following way: π ∼ π′ ⇔ dim(π ∩ π′) ≡ d (mod 2). This relation is an equivalence
relation and it has two equivalence classes, which necessarily partition the set Ω. These equivalence
classes are commonly called the Greek and Latin generators.
We note that if d is even, then two generators in the same class cannot be disjoint. If d is odd,
then two generators from different classes cannot be disjoint.
We now introduce the Gaussian binomial coefficient
[
n
k
]
q
for positive integers n, k and prime
power q ≥ 2: [
n
k
]
q
=
k∏
i=1
qn−k+i − 1
qi − 1 =
(qn − 1) · · · (qn−k+1 − 1)
(qk − 1) · · · (q − 1) .
The number
[
n
k
]
q
equals the number of k-dimensional subspaces of the vector space Fnq , equiva-
lently the number of (k− 1)-spaces in PG(n− 1, q). The Gaussian binomial coefficients admit the
following relation
[
n
k
]
q
=
[
n
n− k
]
q
, which follows immediately from duality. Another important
result regarding Gaussian binomial coefficients is the following analogue of the binomial theorem.
Lemma 2.9. For integers n, k ≥ 0 and prime power q ≥ 2 we have
n∑
k=0
[
n
k
]
q
q(
k
2)tk =
n−1∏
k=0
(1 + qkt) .
We can express the number of subspaces of a polar space given its parameter and rank using
Gaussian binomial coefficients.
Lemma 2.10 ([6, Lemma 9.4.1]). For a finite classical polar space P of rank d with parameter e,
embedded in a projective space over Fq, the number of k-spaces of P is given by[
d
k + 1
]
q
k+1∏
i=1
(qd+e−i + 1).
In particular, the number of generators of a finite classical polar space of rank d with parameter
e, embedded in a projective space over Fq, equals
∏d−1
i=0 (q
e+i+1), and the number of points equals[
d
1
]
q
(qd+e−1 + 1).
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Corollary 2.11. For a finite classical polar space P of rank d with parameter e, embedded in a
projective space over Fq, the number of k-spaces of P through a fixed m-space is given by
[
d−m− 1
k −m
]
q
k−m∏
i=1
(qd−m+e−i−1 + 1).
In particular, the number of generators through a fixed point of a finite classical polar space
of rank d with parameter e, embedded in a projective space over Fq, equals
∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i + 1).
Distance-regular graphs from generators of finite polar spaces
We can use the set of generators of a finite classical polar space to construct a distance-regular
graph.
Definition 2.12. For a finite classical polar space P of rank d we define the corresponding dual
polar graph as follows: its vertices are the generators of P and two vertices are adjacent if the
corresponding generators meet in a (d− 2)-space.
Theorem 2.13. The dual polar graph of a finite classical polar space over Fq of rank d and with
parameter e is distance-regular with diameter d and parameter set {b0, . . . , bd−1; c1, . . . , cd} with
bi = q
i+e
[
d− i
1
]
q
, 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1 and ci =
[
i
1
]
q
, 1 ≤ i ≤ d .
Two vertices are at distance j if the corresponding generators meet in a (d− j − 1)-space.
Using the terminology of association schemes, we will take a finite classical polar space P of
rank d and parameter e and let Ω be its set of generators (with some fixed ordering). Note that,
by Lemma 2.10, |Ω| =∏d−1i=0 (qe+i+1). We will consider Γ to be the dual polar graph of P , giving
d + 1 distance graphs Γi with adjacency matrices Ai for 0 ≤ i ≤ d. This gives an orthogonal
decomposition RΩ = V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Vd of RΩ where the Vi are the eigenspaces of the association
scheme defined by Γ. Recall that V0 = 〈j〉. The remaining eigenspaces V1, . . ., Vd are ordered
using the following result described in [44], originating in [17].
Theorem 2.14. Let P be a finite classical polar space of rank d and, for 1 ≤ t ≤ d, let Ck be the
incidence matrix between the (k − 1)-spaces and the generators of P . Then the eigenspaces V1,
. . ., Vd of the association scheme of the dual polar graph for P can be ordered so that im(Ctk) =
V0 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Vk. In particular, Vk = im(Ctk) ∩ ker(Ck−1).
Then the eigenvalue of the ith distance graph Γi corresponding to the subspace Vj is given by
Pj,i =
min(j,d−i)∑
u=max(0,j−i)
(−1)j+u
[
d− j
d− i− u
]
q
[
j
u
]
q
q(
u+i−j
2 )+(
j−u
2 )+e(u+i−j) .
The disjointness graph Γd will have special importance for our work; this is the graph for
which two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding generators of the polar space have
a trivial intersection. The eigenvalues of Γd are given by
Pj,d = (−1)jq(
d
2)+(d−j)(e−j) .
Lemma 2.15. Let P be a finite classical polar space over Fq of rank d and with parameter e.
The number of generators disjoint to a given generator equals q(
d
2)+de.
Proof. This number is given by the eigenvalue of the disjointness graph Γd on the eigenspace V0,
so the result follows from the above formula for P0,d.
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We will frequently be interested in the eigenspace of the minimal eigenvalue of Γd. Most of
the following details can be found in the proof of [35, Theorem 8] and in [43, Corollary 4.3.17].
Theorem 2.16. Let P be a finite classical polar space over Fq of rank d and with parameter e.
Let V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Vd be the orthogonal decomposition in eigenspaces of RΩ with Ω the set of
generators of P , as above. The eigenvalue of the disjointness relation of the generators for the
subspace V1 is m = −q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1).
• If P = Q+(2d − 1, q), with d odd, then the minimal eigenvalue −q(d2) appears only for Vd.
The eigenvalue m only appears for V1.
• If P = H(2d− 1, q), q a square, with d odd, then the minimal eigenvalue −q(d2) appears only
for Vd. The eigenvalue m only appears for V1.
In all other cases m is the minimal eigenvalue. In three cases, there are two subspaces Vi for which
it is an eigenvalue.
• If P = Q+(2d− 1, q), with d even, then the minimal eigenvalue m appears for both V1 and
Vd−1.
• If P = Q(2d, q), with d odd, or P =W(2d− 1, q), with d odd, then the minimal eigenvalue
m appears for both V1 and Vd.
In all remaining cases, namely P = Q(2d, q), with d even, P = W(2d − 1, q), with d even,
P = Q−(2d+ 1, q), P = H(2d− 1, q), with d even and q a square, and P = H(2d, q), the minimal
eigenvalue is m and it appears only for V1.
We will also need the following result on the automorphism group of a finite classical polar
space and the automorphism group of its dual polar graph.
Theorem 2.17 ([6, Theorem 9.4.3 and Chapter 10, pp. 334–336]). The automorphism group of
a finite classical polar space acts transitively on pairs of disjoint generators. The automorphism
group of a dual polar graph is distance-transitive (acts transitively on the set of pairs of vertices
at the same distance).
These two groups coincide for all finite classical polar spaces except for the polar spaces
Q+(3, q).
For more information on dual polar graphs we refer to [6, Section 9.4]. The association schemes
for k-dimensional subspaces of finite classical polar spaces were studied in [19, 39, 43] for arbitrary
k ≤ d− 1.
Remark 2.18. For the polar space Q+(2d − 1, q) the generators are naturally partitioned into
two sets Ω1 and Ω2 (the Latin and Greek generators, see Remark 2.8). For generators π ∈ Ωj and
π′ ∈ Ωj′ with (π, π′) ∈ Ri, j, j′ ∈ {1, 2} and i ∈ {0, . . . , d}, we know that j = j′ if i is even and that
j 6= j′ if i is odd. So, we can define a ⌊d2⌋-class association scheme for one class of generators Ωj
of Q+(2d − 1, q), namely R′ =
{
R′0, R
′
1, . . . , R
′
⌊ d2 ⌋
}
with R′i = R2i. The corresponding matrices
are A′0, A
′
1, . . . , A
′
⌊ d2 ⌋ with A
′
i equal to the matrix A2i restricted to the rows and columns of Ωj .
Note that the eigenvalues Pj,i and Pd−j,i of the association scheme of Q+(2d− 1, q) are equal if i
is even, so the eigenspaces of R′ are given by V ′j ∩RΩk with V ′j = Vj ⊥ Vd−j , j = 0, . . . ,
⌊
d
2
⌋
. Here
R
Ωk is seen as the subspace of RΩ of all vectors which have non-zero entries only on the positions
corresponding to the generators of Ωk.
Spreads and m-regular systems of polar spaces
We end this section by defining some substructures of polar spaces (including generalised quad-
rangles).
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An m-regular system of a polar space P is a set S of generators such that any point of P is
contained in precisely m elements of S. A 1-regular system is called a spread. Spreads of polar
spaces have been studied intensively in the past decades, but the existence problem has not yet
been solved for all polar spaces. An overview can be found in Table 2. It includes the classical
generalised quadrangles (generalised quadrangles that are polar spaces of rank 2).
The number of generators in an m-regular system of a finite classical polar space over Fq of
rank d with parameter e equals m(qd+e−1 + 1); this follows from basic counting. In particular, a
spread is a set of qd+e−1 + 1 pairwise disjoint generators.
Polar Space Spread? Polar Space Spread?
Q−(5, q) yes Q+(4n+ 1, q), n ≥ 1 no
Q−(2d+ 1, q), d ≥ 3, q even yes one class Q+(4n+ 3, q), q even yes
Q−(2d+ 1, q), d ≥ 3, q odd one class Q+(4n+ 3, q), n ≥ 2, q odd
Q(4n, q), n ≥ 1, q even yes W(2d− 1, q), d ≥ 2 yes
Q(4n, q), n ≥ 1, q odd no H(2d− 1, q2), d ≥ 2 no
Q(4n+ 2, q), n ≥ 2, q odd H(2d, q2), d ≥ 2
Q(4n+ 2, q), q even yes H(4, 4) no
Polar Space Spread?
Q(6, q)
one class Q+(7, q)
q odd prime yes
q odd and q 6≡ 1 (mod 3) yes
q odd, q non-prime and q ≡ 1 (mod 3)
Table 2: Overview on the existence of spreads for the finite classical polar spaces. If the box in
the column ‘Spread?’ is open, no result on the existence is known. [13, Table 3]
3 The characterisation theorems
As previously mentioned, the concept of a Cameron-Liebler set has been defined for finite sets
and for finite projective geometries. We will analogously introduce Cameron-Liebler sets for finite
classical polar spaces, and provide characterisations of these objects. These characterisations
however will vary depending on the particular polar space.
We will discuss vectors and matrices in this section and the following ones. Vectors will always
be column vectors. For the sake of clarity we will denote vectors in boldface. For two vectors v,
w, the inner product 〈v,w〉 is the standard dot product vtw. The characteristic vector of a subset
S′ ⊆ S is a vector whose positions are indexed by the elements of S and whose entries equal 1
if the element corresponding to the position of the entry is in S′, and 0 otherwise. Throughout
the introduction to this section, P will be a finite classical polar space over Fq of rank d and with
parameter e. Continuing with the notation used for the association scheme of the dual polar graph,
we will use Ω to denote the set of generators of P , and V0, V1, . . ., Vd to denote the eigenspaces
as defined in Theorem 2.14.
Our main goal is to generalise Definition 1.1 to sets of generators of P . The idea is, if L is a
collection of generators of P , then we will call L a Cameron-Liebler set with parameter x if any
generator π ∈ L is disjoint to (x − 1)q(d−12 )+e(d−1) generators of L, and any generator π /∈ L is
disjoint to xq(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1) generators of L, i.e. taking χ to be the characteristic vector of L, for
any generator π of P we have π disjoint from (x− (χ)π) q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1) elements of L. This main
property will lead to subtly different definitions in various polar spaces, but the following result
will be an important tool in investigating these objects.
Lemma 3.1. Let P be a finite classical polar space over Fq of rank d and with parameter e,
and let K be the generator disjointness matrix of P . Let L be a set of generators of P with
characteristic vector χ. The number of generators of L disjoint from each fixed generator π of P
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equals (x − (χ)π)q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1) if and only if χ− x
qd+e−1+1
j is a vector in the eigenspace of K for
the eigenvalue −q(d−12 )+e(d−1).
Proof. Notice that the generator-disjointness matrix of P is the adjacency matrix Ad of the asso-
ciation scheme for the dual polar graph of P , and that −q(d−12 )+e(d−1) = P1,d, the eigenvalue of Ad
corresponding to the eigenspace V1. Let V be the eigenspace of K associated with this eigenvalue
(which contains but is not necessarily equal to V1). The entry on the position corresponding to a
given generator π of the vector Kχ is the number of generators disjoint to π that are contained
in L. Hence, this number is (x− (χ)π)q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1) if and only if
Kχ = q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1)(xj − χ) .
The number of ones in a row of K equals the number of generators disjoint to a given generator,
so by Lemma 2.15 we know that
Kj = q(
d
2)+dej .
Now, the vector χ − x
qd+e−1+1
j is contained in V if and only if
K
(
χ− x
qd+e−1 + 1
j
)
= −q(d−12 )+e(d−1)
(
χ− x
qd+e−1 + 1
j
)
= −q(d−12 )+e(d−1)
(
χ− xj + xq
d+e−1
qd+e−1 + 1
j
)
= q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1)(xj − χ)− x
qd+e−1 + 1
Kj .
So, the vector χ− x
qd+e−1+1
j lies in V if and only if
Kχ = q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1)(xj − χ) ,
which proves the result.
Definition 3.2. The set of all generators of a polar space through a fixed point is called a point-
pencil.
From Corollary 2.11, the size of a point-pencil in P is given by ∏d−1i=1 (qd+e−1 + 1). If we
let L be a point-pencil, then the characteristic vector χ of L is a column of At, where A is the
point-generator adjacency matrix of P .
Before presenting the results, we first discuss some lemmata that build up to the main char-
acterisation theorems.
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a finite classical polar space over Fq of rank d and with parameter e, that
admits spreads, and let π be a generator of P . Let G be an automorphism group of P that acts
transitively on the pairs of disjoint generators of P and let C be a set of generator spreads of P
which is a union of some orbits of spreads under the action of G. Let L be a set of generators of
P with characteristic vector χ. If the intersection number |L∩S| equals x for every spread S ∈ C,
then
(i) |L| = x∏d−2i=0 (qe+i + 1);
(ii) the number of generators of L disjoint to π equals (x− (χ)π)q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1).
Proof. Let ni be the number of spreads in C containing i given disjoint generators, i = 1, 2, and let
n0 be the total number of spreads in C. Now G acts transitively on the pairs of disjoint generators.
Consequently, the values ni are independent of the chosen generators (and thus well defined) for
i = 0, 1, 2, since C is a union of spread orbits.
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By counting the tuples (τ ′, S), with S ∈ C and τ ′ an element (generator) of S, we find that
n0(q
e+d−1 + 1) = n1
d−1∏
i=0
(qe+i + 1) ⇔ n0 = n1
d−2∏
i=0
(qe+i + 1) .
Now, let τ be a generator of P . By counting the tuples (τ ′, S), with S ∈ C containing τ , and τ ′ an
element of S different (and thus necessarily disjoint) from τ , and using Lemma 2.15, we find that
n1q
e+d−1 = n2q(
d
2)+de ⇔ n1 = q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1)n2 .
In order to prove (i) we count the tuples (π′, S), with S a spread of P in C and π′ a generator
of L ∩ S. On the one hand, we find n0 spreads in C, each containing x generators that belong to
L. On the other hand, each generator of L is contained in n1 generators. Hence,
|L| = xn0
n1
= x
d−2∏
i=0
(qe+i + 1) .
Now we count the tuples (π′, S), with S ∈ C containing π, and π′ a generator of L∩S disjoint
to π. On the one hand, there are n1 spreads S in C containing π and by the assumption, L ∩ S
contains x generators, which are necessarily disjoint. So, there are x − (χ)π possible choices for
π′ given S, namely x − 1 if π ∈ L and x if π /∈ L. On the other hand, for every generator π′ we
choose, there are n2 spreads in C containing π and π′. Consequently, the number of choices for π′
equals
(x− (χ)π)
n1
n2
= (x− (χ)π)q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1) .
This concludes the proof of part (ii).
Note that the union of orbits in the lemma above might contain just one orbit.
Remark 3.4. For any finite classical polar space its full automorphism group acts transitively on
the pairs of disjoint generators by Theorem 2.17, so there are groups that fulfil the requirement
for the group G in the above lemma.
The following results will be useful in the proofs of the characterisation theorems.
Lemma 3.5. Let P be a finite classical polar space over Fq of rank d and with parameter e and
let V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Vd be the corresponding decomposition of RΩ, with Ω the set of generators
of P , using the classical ordering. If S is a generator spread of P with characteristic vector χ,
then χ− 1∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i+1)
j ∈ (V0 ⊕ V1)⊥. Moreover, if e = 0 and d is even, then χ− 1∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i+1)
j ∈
(V0 ⊕ V1 ⊕ Vd−1)⊥; if e = 1 and d is odd, then χ− 1∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i+1)
j ∈ (V0 ⊕ V1 ⊕ Vd)⊥.
Proof. Note that S is a clique for the disjointness relation of the association scheme of P . So, by
Theorem 2.4, we know that |S| ≤ 1− P0,dPj,d for the integers j ∈ {0, . . . , d} such that Pj,d < 0. Hence
for j odd, we have
|S| ≤ 1− q
(d2)+de
(−1)jq(d2)+(d−j)(e−j)
= 1 + qj(d+e−j) .
Since S is a spread we have equality in this bound for j = 1 and for j = d+ e− 1 (in case e ≤ 1
and d+ e− 1 is an odd integer). It now follows from the second part of Theorem 2.4 that χ ∈ V ⊥1 ,
and moreover that also χ ∈ V ⊥d−1 if e = 0 and d is even, and that also χ ∈ V ⊥d if e = 1 and d is
odd. The result now follows from the observation that χ = q
d+e−1+1
∏d−1
i=0 (q
e+i+1)
j + v with v a vector in
V ⊥0 .
A part of this result (namely χ ∈ V ⊥1 ) was already proved in [43, Theorem 4.4.14(ii)].
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Lemma 3.6. Let P be a finite classical polar space over Fq of rank d and with parameter e,
and let A be the point-generator incidence matrix of P . Let S be a set of generators of P with
characteristic vector χ. For any m ∈ N, the generator set S is an m-regular system if and only if
χ− m∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i+1)
j ∈ ker(A).
Proof. We denote the number of points of P by n′ and the number of generators of P by n. It is
immediate that Ajn =
(∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i + 1)
)
jn′ since every row in A contains
∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i + 1) ones
as this is the number of generators through a point.
Now, the set S is an m-regular system if and only if every point of P is contained in precisely
m generators of S, hence if and only if Aχ = mjn′ . The first statement now follows from
χ − m∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i + 1)
jn ∈ ker(A) ⇔ Aχ = m∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i + 1)
Ajn .
We now present a first characterisation theorem.
Theorem 3.7. Let P be a polar space of rank d and with parameter e over Fq. Let L be a set
of generators of P with characteristic vector χ, and let K be the generator disjointness matrix of
P . Let V0 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Vd be the classical decomposition in eigenspaces of the association scheme on
the generators of P . Denote |L|∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i+1)
by x. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) For each fixed generator π of P , the number of elements of L disjoint from π equals (x −
(χ)π)q
(d−12 )+e(d−1).
(ii) The vectorχ− x
qd+e−1+1
j is contained in the eigenspace ofK for the eigenvalue−q(d−12 )+e(d−1).
(iii) The characteristic vector χ is contained in V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ Vd−1 if d is even and e = 0, it is
contained in V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ Vd if d is odd and e = 1, and it is contained in V0 ⊥ V1 in all other
cases.
If P admits a spread, then also the next two statements are equivalent to the previous ones.
(iv) |L ∩ S| = x for every spread S of P .
(v) |L ∩ S| = x for every spread S ∈ C of P , with C a class of spreads which is a union of some
orbits under the action of an automorphism group of P that acts transitively on the pairs
of disjoint generators of P .
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent. Now we assume that (ii) is valid. We
consider the association scheme of the generators of P , with matrices I = A0, A1, . . . , Ad = K and
corresponding decomposition RΩ = V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Vd, with Ω the set of generators of P , using
the ordering as in Section 2. By Theorem 2.16, V1 is the unique subspace in this decomposition
admitting −q(d−12 )+e(d−1) as eigenvalue unless d is even and e = 0, or d is odd and e = 1. If d is
even and e = 0, then V1 ⊥ Vd−1 admits −q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1) as eigenvalue; if d is odd and e = 1, then
V1 ⊥ Vd admits −q(
d−1
2 )+e(d−1) as eigenvalue. It now follows from (ii) that
χ− x
qd+e−1 + 1
j ∈


V1 ⊥ Vd−1 if d even and e = 0
V1 ⊥ Vd if d odd and e = 1
V1 else
.
Statement (iii) follows immediately as V0 = 〈j〉.
We now assume that statement (iii) is valid. Since 〈χ, j〉 = |L|, we know that χ− x
qd+e−1+1
j ∈
V1 ⊥ V ′ with V ′ = Vd−1 if d is even and e = 0, V ′ = Vd if d is odd and e = 1, and V ′ the null
space otherwise. We find that
K
(
χ− x
qd+e−1 + 1
j
)
= P1,d
(
χ− x
qd+e−1 + 1
j
)
= −q(d−12 )+e(d−1)
(
χ− x
qd+e−1 + 1
j
)
,
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hence statement (ii).
From now on we assume that P admits a spread. We note that by Remark 3.4 the existence
of a spread of P implies the existence of a class C as in statement (v). This shows that statement
(v) is not an empty statement, which is important for the following argument. We show that (iii)
implies (iv) and that (v) implies (i). Since (iv) clearly implies (v), this shows that statements (iv)
and (v) are both equivalent to the statements (i)–(iii). Now, we assume that (iii) is valid. Let S
be a spread of P , with characteristic vector χS . Then,
|L ∩ S| = 〈χ,χS〉 =
〈
χ− x
qd+e−1 + 1
j,χS
〉
+
x
qd+e−1 + 1
〈χ, j〉 = x|S|
qd+e−1 + 1
= x ,
by Lemma 3.5. This proves (iv). By Lemma 3.3(ii), statement (v) implies (i).
Definition 3.8. Let P be a finite classical polar space. A generator set L that fulfils one of the
statements in Theorem 3.7 (and consequently all of them) is called a Cameron-Liebler set with
parameter x = |L|∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i+1)
.
We also want to give a description of these Cameron-Liebler sets using the image of an incidence
matrix. For this we make a distinction between several types of polar spaces.
The polar spaces Q−(2d + 1, q), Q(4n, q), Q+(4n + 1, q), W(4n − 1, q) and
H(n, q2)
In this section we present the characterisation theorem using the image of an incidence matrix
for almost all classes of finite classical polar spaces, namely the elliptic quadrics, the parabolic
quadrics of even rank, the hyperbolic quadrics of odd rank, the symplectic polar spaces of even
rank and the Hermitian polar spaces. To simplify the statement of the theorem we will use the
following notation.
Notation 3.9. The polar spaces Q−(2d+ 1, q), Q(2d, q) with d even, Q+(2d− 1, q) with d odd,
W(2d − 1, q) with d even, H(2d − 1, q) with q a square, and H(2d, q) with q a square, are called
the polar spaces of type I.
We can immediately state the result.
Theorem 3.10. Let P be a polar space of type I, and let A be the point-generator incidence
matrix of P . Let L be a set of generators of P with characteristic vector χ and denote |L|∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i+1)
by x. The following three statements are equivalent.
(i) χ ∈ im(At).
(ii) χ ∈ (ker(A))⊥.
(iii) L is a Cameron-Liebler set.
Proof. Statement (i) and statement (ii) are equivalent since im(At) = (ker(A))
⊥
. The equivalence
of statements (i) and (iii) follows from Theorem 2.14 and Theorem 3.7(iii).
We have proved that the size of the intersection of a Cameron-Liebler set and a spread only
depends on the parameter of the Cameron-Liebler set. If a spread exists, this is a defining property.
We show that for regular systems a similar property holds.
Corollary 3.11. Let P be a finite classical polar space of type I over Fq of rank d and with
parameter e, that admits an m-regular system S. If L is a Cameron-Liebler set with parameter
x, then |L ∩ S| = mx.
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Proof. Denote the characteristic vectors of S and L by χS and χ, respectively. By Lemma 3.6 we
can find a vector w ∈ ker(A) such that χS = w + m∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i+1)
j. Then
|L ∩ S| = 〈χ,χS〉 = 〈χ,w〉+ m∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i + 1)
〈χ, j〉 = m |L|∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i + 1)
= mx ,
since 〈χ,w〉 = 0 by Theorem 3.10(ii).
This property (as compared to property (v) in Theorem 3.7) is clearly not a defining property
for m = 0 or m =
∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i + 1). While these examples could be considered degenerate since
they are themselves Cameron-Liebler sets as well asm-regular systems, there are other cases where
the converse fails to hold. The issue is that a set S is an m-regular system for some m when its
characteristic vector χ lies in V ⊥1 ; but it is possible that χ is also in V
⊥
j for some j > 1. Then,
since the eigenspaces are invariant under the automorphism group G of the polar space, any set
whose characteristic vector lies in V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ Vj will have constant intersection size with Sg for
every g ∈ G.
For example, a set of generators in Q+(5, q) is a Cameron-Liebler set if and only if its charac-
teristic vector is contained in im(At) = V0 ⊥ V1. If we let Π1 and Π2 be the sets of Latin and Greek
planes, respectively, the characteristic vectors χΠ1 and χΠ2 of these sets lie in V0 ⊥ V3. The sets
Π1 and Π2 are (q + 1)-regular systems. Furthermore, C = {Π1,Π2} is invariant under the action
of G. But any set S of generators whose characteristic vector is contained in V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ V2 will
have constant intersection size with every element of C; such a set is not necessarily a Cameron-
Liebler set. In fact, in Q+(5, 2), a computational search finds examples of 2-regular systems whose
characteristic vectors lie in V0 ⊥ V2, providing counterexamples to the possibility of generalising
Theorem 3.7 (v) to m-systems for m = q + 1 = 3.
The polar spaces Q+(4n− 1, q)
In this section we investigate the Cameron-Liebler sets for the hyperbolic quadrics of even rank.
We call them the polar spaces of type II. The discussion of the Cameron-Liebler sets of generators in
these polar spaces heavily relies on the fact that there are two classes of generators on a hyperbolic
quadric. For the relation with spreads the following lemma is important.
Lemma 3.12. Let S be a generator spread of Q+(4n−1, q), and let Ω1 and Ω2 be the two classes
of generators. Then either S ⊆ Ω1 or S ⊆ Ω2.
Proof. This is immediate, as two generators of a different class cannot have an empty intersection
since the rank of Q+(4n− 1, q) is even.
Because of the previous lemma we present a characterisation theorem similar to Theorems 3.7
and 3.10 for one class of generators instead of the complete set of generators. Some lemmata that
we have proved before have an analogue for this situation.
Lemma 3.13. Let G be a class of generators of the hyperbolic quadric Q+(2d− 1, q), d even, and
let K be the disjointness matrix of G. Let L ⊆ G be a set of generators of P with characteristic
vector χ. The number of generators of G disjoint to a given generator π of G equals (x−(χ)π)q(
d−1
2 )
if and only if χ− x
qd−1+1
j is a vector in the eigenspace of K for the eigenvalue −q(d−12 ).
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.1. Note that all generators of Q+(2d − 1, q), d even,
that are disjoint to a given generator π ∈ G, belong to G.
Lemma 3.14. Let G be a class of generators of the hyperbolic quadric Q+(2d− 1, q), d even, and
let A′ be the incidence matrix of points of Q+(2d− 1, q) and generators in G. Let S ⊆ G be a set
of generators with characteristic vector χ. Then, the generator set S is an m-regular system of
Q+(2d− 1, q) if and only if χ− m∏d−2
i=1 (q
i+1)
j ∈ ker(A).
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Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.6.
We also need a counterpart for Theorem 2.14.
Lemma 3.15. Let G be a class of generators of the hyperbolic quadric P = Q+(2d−1, q), d even,
and let A′0, A
′
1, . . . , A
′
d
2
be the matrices of the corresponding association scheme. Consider the
eigenspace decomposition RG = V ′0 ⊥ V ′1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ V ′d
2
related to this association scheme introduced
in Remark 2.18. Let A′ be the incidence matrix of points of P and generators in G. Then,
im(A′t) = V ′0 ⊥ V ′1 .
Proof. Let G be the other class of generators, and let A0, . . . , A d
2
be the matrices of the association
scheme on G. Let A0, . . . , Ad be the matrices of the association scheme on the generators of P ,
so on G ∪ G, and let V0, V1, . . . , Vd be the eigenspaces of this association scheme. Ordering the
generators in such a way that we put first the generators of G and then the generators of G, we
see that A2i =
(
A′i 0
0 Ai
)
. We see that if w =
(
w
′
w
)
is an eigenvector of A2i with eigenvalue λ, then
w′ is an eigenvector of A′i with eigenvalue λ (and w is an eigenvector of Ai with eigenvector λ).
Using Remark 2.18 we find that if a vector w =
(
w
′
v
)
lies in Vk for some k ∈ {0, . . . , d}, then w′
lies in V ′k.
Now, let A be the incidence matrix of points and generators in P . Every column in A′t can
be seen as a restriction of the column in At corresponding to the same point. Let v be a vector
in im(At). It is the restriction of a vector v ∈ im
(
A
t
)
since it is a linear combination of columns
of At. By Theorem 2.14 we know that im
(
A
t
)
= V0 ⊥ V1. By the argument in the previous
paragraph, we know now that v′ ∈ V ′0 ⊥ V ′1 . We conclude that im(At) ⊆ V ′0 ⊥ V ′1 .
Now, consider the matrix A′tA′. This matrix has the same image as A′t. Furthermore, A′tA′
lies in the Bose-Mesner algebra of the association scheme, since the entry (A′tA′)π,π′ is the number
of common points of π and π′, and so
A′tA′ =
d
2−1∑
i=0
[
d− 2i
1
]
q
A′i .
By Lemma 2.3, this implies that im(A′t) = im(A′tA′) is a sum of eigenspaces V ′i . The image of A
′t
equals thus V ′0 , V
′
1 or V
′
0 ⊥ V ′1 since im(A′t) ⊆ V ′0 ⊥ V ′1 and it is non-empty. On the one hand, it
is clear that j ∈ im(A′t) because A′tj =
[
d
1
]
q
j, hence V ′0 ⊆ im(A′t). On the other hand, consider
a column v of A′t. Then v− 1qd−1+1j is a non-zero vector of V ′1 by the above and the observation
that v /∈ 〈j〉. Since both v and j are contained in im(A′t), also v− 1
qd−1+1
j is contained in im(A′t)
and consequently V ′1 ⊆ im(A′t). So we conclude that im(A′t) = V ′0 ⊥ V ′1 .
Now we present the characterisation theorem.
Theorem 3.16. Let G be a class of generators of the hyperbolic quadric P = Q+(2d−1, q), d even.
Let L ⊆ G be a set of generators of P with characteristic vector χ. Let A′ be the incidence matrix
of points of P and generators in G, and let K be the disjointness matrix of G. Let V ′0 ⊥ · · · ⊥ V ′d
2
be the classical decomposition in eigenspaces of the association scheme on the generators in G.
Denote |L|∏d−2
i=1 (q
i+1)
by x. The following five statements are equivalent.
(i) For each fixed generator π ∈ G, the number of elements of L disjoint from π equals (x −
(χ)π)q
(d−12 ).
(ii) The vector χ− xqd−1+1j is contained in the eigenspace of K for the eigenvalue −q(
d−1
2 ).
(iii) χ ∈ V ′0 ⊥ V ′1 .
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(iv) χ ∈ im(A′t).
(v) χ ∈ (ker(A′))⊥.
If P admits a spread, then also the next two statements are equivalent to the previous ones.
(vi) |L ∩ S| = x for every spread S of P whose elements are in G.
(vii) |L ∩ S| = x for every spread S ∈ C of P whose elements are in G, with C a class of
spreads which is a union of some orbits under the action of an automorphism group that
acts transitively on the pairs of disjoint generators of G.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proofs of Theorems 3.7 and 3.10. For the equivalence between
(i), (ii) and (iii) we can rely on Lemma 3.13, Theorem 2.16 and Remark 2.18. The equivalence
between (iii), (iv) and (v) follows from Lemma 3.15.
From now on we assume that G admits a spread. We note that by Remark 3.4 the existence of
a spread of P implies the existence of a class C as in statement (vii). This shows that statement
(vii) is not an empty statement, which is important for the following argument. We show that (v)
implies (vi) and that (vii) implies (i). Since (vi) clearly implies (vii), this shows that statements
(vi) and (vii) are both equivalent to the statements (i)-(v).
We assume that (vi) is valid. Let S ⊆ G be a spread of P , with characteristic vector χS . By
Lemma 3.14 we can find a vector w ∈ ker(A′) such that χS = w + 1∏d−2
i=1 (q
i+1)
j. Then
|L ∩ S| = 〈χ,χS〉 = 〈χ,w〉+ 1∏d−2
i=1 (q
i + 1)
〈χ, j〉 = |L|∏d−2
i=1 (q
i + 1)
= x ,
since 〈χ,w〉 = 0 by the assumption. This proves (vi).
Finally we assume that (vii) is valid. We denote the class of generators different from G by G.
Any automorphism of P either fixes both G and G, or else switches the sets G and G. Let H be
the subgroup of G (of index 2) that fixes both G and G setwise. The subgroup H acts transitively
on the pairs of disjoint generators in G, since G acts transitively on the pairs of disjoint generators
of P . By Lemma 3.3(ii) statement (vii) implies (i) since the set of all spreads in C whose elements
are contained in G is a union of orbits under the action of H .
We use this theorem to define Cameron-Liebler sets also for one class of generators of the
hyperbolic quadric of even rank.
Definition 3.17. Let G be a class of generators of the hyperbolic quadric Q+(2d− 1, q), d even.
A generator set L ⊆ G that fulfils one of the statements in Theorem 3.16 (and consequently all of
them) is called a Cameron-Liebler set with parameter x = |L|∏d−2
i=1 (q
i+1)
.
Corollary 3.18. Let G be a class of generators of the hyperbolic quadricQ+(2d−1, q), d even, that
admits an m-regular system S. If L is a Cameron-Liebler set with parameter x, then |L∩S| = mx.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Corollary 3.11, now using Lemma 3.14.
Using the definition of Cameron-Liebler sets for a class of generators, we find an alternative
definition for the Cameron-Liebler sets for the hyperbolic quadrics of even rank themselves.
Theorem 3.19. Let L be a set of generators of P = Q+(2d − 1, q), d even, with characteristic
vector χ, and let Ω1 and Ω2 be the two classes of generators of P . Then, for any x, L is a
Cameron-Liebler set with parameter x if and only if both L∩Ω1 and L∩Ω2 are Cameron-Liebler
sets with parameter x of Ω1 and Ω2, respectively.
Proof. Since d is even, two disjoint generators necessarily belong to the same generator class, see
Remark 2.8. Hence, it follows from Theorem 3.7(i) and Theorem 3.16(i) that the equivalence in
the statement of the theorem is true.
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Our goal in this subsection was to present a characterisation theorem for the Cameron-Liebler
sets of the hyperbolic quadrics of even rank using the image of an incidence matrix. Using the
previous results we can now do this.
Theorem 3.20. Let L be a set of generators of P = Q+(2d − 1, q), d even, with characteristic
vector χ, and let Ω1 and Ω2 be the two classes of generators of P . Let B be the incidence matrix
whose rows are indexed by the tuples (P, i) with P a point of P and i ∈ {1, 2}, whose columns
are indexed by the generators of P and whose entry on the row corresponding to (P, i) and in
the column corresponding to π equals one if P is contained in π and π ∈ Ωi, and zero otherwise.
Denote |L|∏d−1
i=0 (q
e+i+1)
by x. The following three statements are equivalent.
(i) χ ∈ im(Bt).
(ii) χ ∈ (ker(B))⊥.
(iii) L is a Cameron-Liebler set.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.19 and Theorem 3.16(iv).
Remark 3.21. So, we have found a characterisation of the Cameron-Liebler sets of the hyperbolic
quadric P = Q+(2d − 1, q), d even, using the image of a matrix. However it is not the point-
generator incidence matrix A that we used for the polar spaces of type I. One can easily check
that all generator sets whose incidence vector is contained in im(At) are indeed Cameron-Liebler
sets of P .
We now check that the converse is not true: im(At) does not contain the incidence vectors
of all Cameron-Liebler sets of P . Let P and P ′ be two noncollinear points of P , and let L be
the set of all generators of class Ω1 through P and all generators of class Ω2 through P
′. Then,
L is a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter 1. Denote the characteristic vector of L by χ.
Denote the row of A corresponding to the point Q by rtQ. We show that χ /∈ im(At). Assume
that χ =
∑
Q∈P aQrQ for some aQ ∈ R. Let vP⊥,j be the characteristic vector of the set of all
generators in Ωj through P , j = 1, 2. Then we know that
d−1∏
i=1
(qi + 1) =
〈
χ,vP⊥,1
〉
= aP
d−1∏
i=0
(qi + 1) +
d−2∏
i=0
(qi + 1)
∑
Q∈P⊥\P
aQ and
0 =
〈
χ,vP⊥,2
〉
= aP
d−1∏
i=0
(qi + 1) +
d−2∏
i=0
(qi + 1)
∑
Q∈P⊥\P
aQ ,
a contradiction.
The polar spaces Q(4n + 2, q), all q, and W(4n + 1, q), q even
In this section we present the characterisation theorem for two classes of polar spaces, namely
the parabolic quadrics of odd rank and the symplectic polar spaces of odd rank over a field with
even characteristic. The main reason for treating these two polar spaces separately from the other
polar spaces is that by Lemma 2.16 there is an eigenspace different from V1 that corresponds to
the same eigenvalue of the disjointness matrix as V1. To simplify the statements of the theorem
we will use the following notation.
Notation 3.22. The polar spaces Q(2d, q), with d odd, and W(2d− 1, q), with d odd and q even,
are called the polar spaces of type III.
Note that all polar spaces of type III have parameter e = 1.
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Remark 3.23. There is an isomorphism between the parabolic quadrics and the symplectic polar
spaces III if q is even. Consider the parabolic quadric Q(2d, q), q even, and let N be its nucleus.
This is the unique point such that any line through N is a tangent line to Q(2d, q). Projecting
Q(2d, q) from N onto a hyperplane α disjoint to N yields the symplectic polar spaceW(2d− 1, q),
q even. For more information about this link between W(2d− 1, q), q even, and Q(2d, q), q even,
we refer to [25, Chapter 22] and [40, Chapter 11].
By this remark we only have to consider parabolic quadrics in this subsection.
Remark 3.24. Consider the parabolic quadric P = Q(2d, q) with d odd. Any non-tangent
hyperplane meets P in either a hyperbolic quadric Q+(2d− 1, q) or in an elliptic quadric Q−(2d−
1, q). Let S be anm-regular system of P and let α be a hyperplane meeting Q(2d, q) in a hyperbolic
quadric Q, necessarily also of rank d. We know that |S| = m(qd + 1), and then by counting the
points of Q, we find that precisely 2m of the generators in S are contained in Q. We know that
the generators of Q can be divided in two classes and since d is odd, any two disjoint generators
must belong to different classes. Hence, if S is a spread (m = 1), the two generators of S that are
contained in Q necessarily belong to different classes.
From the previous observation it follows that the set of all generators of one class of a hyperbolic
quadric Q+(2d− 1, q) embedded in Q(2d, q), d odd, has precisely one generator in common with
every spread. This generator set is called a hyperbolic class. Note that P does not necessarily
contain a spread.
Now we present a lemma regarding the image of the matrix Bt that we introduced in the
previous lemma. This is an analogue of Theorem 2.14 and Lemma 3.15.
Lemma 3.25. Let P be a polar space of type III of rank d over Fq, and let A0, A1, . . . , Ad be the
incidence matrices of the corresponding association scheme. Consider the eigenspace decomposi-
tion RΩ = V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ · · · ⊥ Vd related to this association scheme using the classical order, with Ω
the set of all generators of P . Let B be the incidence matrix of hyperbolic classes and generators
of P . Then, im(Bt) = V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ Vd.
Proof. Let Q be a hyperbolic quadric Q+(2d− 1, q) embedded in P , and let G and L be the two
classes of generators of Q. Note that G,L ⊂ Ω. Let vG and vL be the characteristic vectors of G
and L respectively. Then both vtG and vtL are rows of B.
We now look at the vector A1vG . The entry of A1vG corresponding to the generator π gives the
number of generators in G which have a (d− 2)-space in common with π. If π ∈ G, then (A1vG)π
equals 0 since two generators of the same class cannot have a (d− 2)-space in common. If π ∈ L,
then (A1vG)π equals
[
d
1
]
q
since there are
[
d
1
]
q
different (d − 2)-spaces in π, each contained in a
unique generator of G. If π /∈ G ∪ L, so π is not contained in Q, then the entry (A1vG)π equals 1
since the (d− 2)-space π ∩Q is contained in a unique generator belonging to G. So,
A1vG =
[
d
1
]
q
vL + (j − vG − vL) .
Analogously,
A1vL =
[
d
1
]
q
vG + (j − vG − vL) .
This implies that
A1 (vG − vL) = −
[
d
1
]
q
(vG − vL) ,
and hence that vG − vL is an eigenvector of A1 with eigenvalue −
[
d
1
]
q
.
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It follows directly from Theorem 2.14, that the eigenvalues Pj,1 of the association scheme of a
polar space are pairwise different. Hence, we see that vG − vL ∈ Vd since Pd,1 = −
[
d
1
]
q
.
Let A be the point-generator incidence matrix of P and let vtP be the row of A corresponding
to P , so vP is the characteristic vector of the point-pencil through P . Let H be the set of points
in Q and let H′ be the set of points of P not contained in Q. Then,
vG + vL =
1[
d
1
]
q
∑
P∈H
vP −
[
d− 1
1
]
q[
d
1
]
q
qd−1
∑
P∈H′
vP ,
since each generator in G ∪L contains
[
d
1
]
q
points of H and no points of H′, while every generator
in Ω\(G∪L) contains
[
d− 1
1
]
q
points ofH and qd−1 points ofH′. Consequently, vG+vL ∈ im(At).
By Theorem 2.14 we know that im(At) = V0 ⊥ V1.
Since vG − vL ∈ Vd and vG + vL ∈ im(At), we know that vG ,vL ∈ im(At) ⊕ Vd. The
vectors vtG and v
t
L are arbitrary rows of B since Q can be chosen arbitrarily. It follows that
im(Bt) ⊆ im(At) ⊥ Vd = V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ Vd.
Now, consider the matrix BtB. This matrix has the same image as Bt. Furthermore,
BtB =
d∑
i=0
qd−iAi
since the entry (BtB)π,π′ is the number of hyperbolic classes containing both generators π and π
′,
which equals qk+1 if dim(π ∩ π′) = k. So, BtB lies in the Bose-Mesner algebra of the association
scheme of P . By Lemma 2.3, this implies that im(Bt) = im(BtB) is a sum of eigenspaces Vi.
Since im(Bt) ⊆ V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ Vd, the space im(Bt) is a sum of some of the eigenspaces V0, V1, Vd. Let
G and L be as in the first part of the proof. We know on the one hand that vG − vL is a non-zero
vector in Vd and hence im(B
t) 6⊆ im(At). On the other hand, vG + vL is a non-zero vector in
im(At) and since
A1 (vG + vL) =
([
d
1
]
q
− 2
)
(vG + vL) + 2j ,
the vector vG + vL is not contained in V0 or V1. We conclude that im(Bt) = V0 ⊥ V1 ⊥ Vd.
Theorem 3.26. Let P be a polar space of type III, and let B be the incidence matrix of hyperbolic
classes and generators of P . Let L be a set of generators of P with characteristic vector χ, and
denote |L|∏d−2
i=0 (q
e+i+1)
by x. The following three statements are equivalent.
(i) χ ∈ im(Bt).
(ii) χ ∈ (ker(B))⊥.
(iii) L is a Cameron-Liebler set.
Proof. Statement (i) and statement (ii) are equivalent since im(Bt) = (ker(B))
⊥
. The equivalence
of statements (i) and (iii) follows from Theorem 3.25 and Theorem 3.7(iii).
The main difference between the polar spaces of type I and the polar spaces of type III is that
the hyperbolic classes have taken the role of the points (or more precisely the point-pencils); the
matrix B has taken the role of the matrix A.
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The polar spaces W(4n + 1, q), q odd
In the previous subsections we have proved a characterisation result using the image of a matrix
for Cameron-Liebler sets of generators for all polar spaces except the symplectic polar spaces
W(4n+1, q), q odd. For these spaces we were not able to produce a characterisation result similar
to Theorems 3.10, 3.16 and 3.26. This is the first open problem we want to pose.
We know that the image of the transposed point-generator incidence matrix does not corre-
spond to a sum of eigenspaces of the generator disjointness matrix: im(A) = V0 ⊥ V1, but V1 is
not an eigenspace of the disjointness matrix (being part of the eigenspace V1 ⊥ Vd). We observed
this non-correspondence also in the polar spaces of type III, however for those we could use the
incidence matrix of hyperbolic classes and generators as a substitute, which we cannot do here,
since no hyperbolic quadrics are embedded in W(4n+ 1, q), q odd.
Recall from Table 2 that the symplectic polar spaces W(4n + 1, q), q odd, admit spreads.
So, in Theorem 3.7 actually all five statements are present. Hence, we do know some equivalent
characterisations for Cameron-Liebler sets of generators for polar spaces W(4n+ 1, q), q odd.
For the characterisation results in Section 6 we will call the symplectic polar spacesW(4n+1, q),
with q odd, the polar spaces of type IV.
4 Properties and examples
The following properties of Cameron-Liebler sets can easily be proved.
Lemma 4.1. Let P be a finite classical polar space of type I or III, or one class of generators
of Q+(2d − 1, q), d even. If L and L′ are Cameron-Liebler sets of P with parameters x and x′
respectively, then the following statements are valid.
(i) 0 ≤ x ≤ qe+d−1 + 1.
(ii) The set of all generators not in L is a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter qe+d−1+1−x.
(iii) If L ∩ L′ = ∅, then L ∪ L′ is a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter x+ x′.
(iv) If L′ ⊂ L, then L \ L′ is a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter x− x′.
Now we present some examples of Cameron-Liebler sets.
Example 4.2. Let P be a finite classical polar space of type I or III, or one class of generators of
Q+(2d− 1, q), d even. The set L of all generators of P through a fixed point is a Cameron-Liebler
set with parameter 1. Note that this is a point-pencil if P is a polar space of type I or III.
For polar spaces of type I and a class of generators of Q+(2d−1, q), d even, this is immediate as
the incidence vector of L is a row in the point-generator incidence matrix. For polar spaces of type
III this follows from the observation that the image of the transposed point-generator incidence
matrix is a subspace of the image of the transposed incidence matrix of hyperbolic classes and
generators (see Theorem 2.14 and Lemma 3.25).
Remark 4.3. A set of points in a polar space such that each generator contains at most one
point of the set is called a partial ovoid ; it is called an ovoid if each generator contains precisely
one point of the set. It is immediate that an ovoid of a finite classical polar space of rank d with
parameter e over Fq contains q
d+e−1 + 1 pairwise non-collinear points. Ovoids and partial ovoids
of polar spaces are well-studied and many (non-)existence results are known. There is a close
connection between ovoids and spreads. We refer to [13, Sections 3 and 4] for more background,
details and results.
We note here that it follows from Lemma 4.1(iii) and Example 4.2 that a finite classical polar
space of rank d with parameter e over Fq that admits a partial ovoid of size
⌊
qd+e−1+1
2
⌋
has a
Cameron-Liebler set for all possible parameter values. In particular all polar spaces that admit
an ovoid have a Cameron-Liebler set for all possible parameter values.
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Example 4.4. Let P be a finite classical polar space of rank d with parameter e over Fq and let
P ′ be a finite classical polar space of the same rank with parameter e−1 over Fq that is embedded
in P , e ≥ 1; all examples of such polar spaces P and P ′ are listed below. Let L be the set of
generators contained in P ′ and let χL be its characteristic vector. We denote the point-generator
incidence matrix of P by A and for any point P ∈ P we denote the corresponding row of A by
vtP , so vP is the characteristic vector of the point-pencil through P . Let H be the set of points in
P ′ and let H′ be the set of points of P not contained in P ′.
Considering the list of examples we see that all embeddings of P ′ in P arise from a hyperplane
intersection (for W(2d− 1, q), q even, we use the viewpoint of Remark 3.23). So, any generator of
P that is not contained in P ′ has precisely
[
d− 1
1
]
q
points in common with P ′. Hence,
χL =
1[
d
1
]
q
∑
P∈H
vP −
[
d− 1
1
]
q[
d
1
]
q
qd−1
∑
P∈H′
vP ,
since each generator in L contains
[
d
1
]
q
points of H and no points of H′, while every generator
not in L contains
[
d− 1
1
]
q
points of H and qd−1 points of H′. Consequently, χL is contained in
im(At). So, if P is a polar space of type I or of type III, then L is a Cameron-Liebler set with
parameter qe−1 + 1.
We give all examples that arise from this construction.
• Consider the elliptic quadric P = Q−(2d+1, q), which is of type I. Any non-tangent hyper-
plane meets P in a parabolic quadric Q(2d, q). The set of all generators in such an embedded
parabolic quadric is a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter q + 1.
• Consider the parabolic quadric P = Q(2d, q), which is of type I if d is even and of type III if
d is odd. Any non-tangent hyperplane meets P in either a hyperbolic quadric Q+(2d− 1, q)
or an elliptic quadric Q−(2d− 1, q). The embedded hyperbolic quadrics have the same rank
as P . The set of all generators in such an embedded hyperbolic quadric is a Cameron-Liebler
set of P with parameter 2. Recall that the symplectic variety W(2d− 1, q) is isomorphic to
P if q is even, see Remark 3.23.
• Consider the Hermitian polar space P = H(2d, q2), which is of type I. Any non-tangent
hyperplane meets P in a Hermitian polar space H(2d − 1, q2). The set of all generators in
such an embedded Hermitian variety is a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter q + 1.
Example 4.5. Let P be a finite classical polar space of type III. In Remark 3.24 we introduced
the hyperbolic class. Any hyperbolic class of P is a Cameron-Liebler set with parameter 1. This is
immediate as the incidence vector of a hyperbolic class is a row in the incidence matrix of points
and hyperbolic classes.
Example 4.6. Let P be a finite classical polar space of type III of rank 3 over Fq, hence P =
W(5, q) or P = Q(6, q). Let π be a generator (a plane) and let L be the set of all planes meeting π
in a line or a plane. It is easy to see that all elements of L meet each other. A plane τ /∈ L either
meets π in a point or else has an empty intersection with π. If π ∩ τ is a point, then τ meets π
and the q planes through a line of π passing through π ∩ τ . If π ∩ τ = ∅, then through every point
of τ there is a unique plane of L. So, in both cases the number of elements of L meeting τ equals
q2 + q + 1. By Theorem 3.26(iii) L is a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter 1.
Example 4.7. Let P be one class of generators of the quadric Q+(7, q). Let π be a generator
(3-space) belonging to the other class and let L be the set of generators of P meeting π in a plane.
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It is immediate that the elements of L pairwise meet. A generator τ ∈ P \ L meets π in a point.
If τ and an element ρ ∈ L meet non-trivially, then the intersection τ ∩ ρ must be contained in
π. Hence, τ meets the q2 + q + 1 elements of L through a plane of π containing π ∩ τ . It follows
from Theorem 3.16(iii) that L is a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter 1. We call this set of
generators a base-solid (with center π).
Recall that we defined the parameter x of a Cameron-Liebler set L as a fraction in Defini-
tions 3.8 and 3.17. If the polar space admits a spread, each spread has x generators in common
with L, and so it is clear that x has to be an integer. Now we prove that x is always an integer.
Theorem 4.8. Let P be a finite classical polar space or one class of generators of Q+(2d− 1, q),
d even. Let L be a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter x. Then x ∈ N.
Proof. We present the proof for a finite classical polar space of type different from II. The proof
is (very) similar for a class of generators of Q+(2d − 1, q), d even, and by Theorem 3.19 it also
follows for the polar spaces of type II. We denote the rank of P by d and its parameter by e. We
denote the underlying finite field by Fq. By Theorem 3.7(i) the number of elements of L that are
disjoint to a given generator π equals
|L| q(d−12 )+e(d−1)∏d−2
i=0 (q
i+e + 1)
− δq(d−12 )+e(d−1) ,
with δ equal to 1 if π ∈ S and 0 if π /∈ S. Hence
|L| q(d−12 )+e(d−1)∏d−2
i=0 (q
i+e + 1)
must be an integer. We know that gcd(qa, qb+1) = 1 for integers a and b with b > 0. Since e 6= 0
(P is not of type II), we have gcd(q(d−12 )+e(d−1),∏d−2i=0 (qi+e +1)) = 1. So ∏d−2i=0 (qi+e +1) must be
a divisor of |L| and hence x is an integer.
Lemma 4.9. Let P be a finite classical polar space of type I of rank d with parameter e and
let L be a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter x. The number of elements of L meeting a
generator π in a (d− i− 1)-space, i = 0, . . . , d, equals

(
(x− 1)
[
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
+ qi+e−1
[
d− 1
i
]
q
)
q(
i−1
2 )+(i−1)e if π ∈ L
x
[
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
q(
i−1
2 )+(i−1)e if π /∈ L
.
Proof. Let V0, . . . , Vd be the eigenspaces of the association scheme of P , using the ordering as in
Section 2, and let A0, . . . , Ad be the matrices of the association scheme. Denote the characteristic
vector of the generator set L by χ. By Theorem 3.7(iii) we know that there is a vector v ∈ V1
such that χ = v + xqd+e−1+1j.
The matrix Ai is the incidence matrix of the relation Ri which describes whether the intersec-
tion dimension of two generators equals d− i− 1 or not. Hence on the position corresponding to
a generator π the vector Aiχ has the number of generators in L meeting π in a (d− i− 1)-space.
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We find
Aiχ = Aiv +
x
qd+e−1 + 1
Aij = P1,iv +
x
qd+e−1 + 1
P0,ij
=
([
d− 1
i
]
q
q(
i
2)+ie −
[
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
q(
i−1
2 )+(i−1)e
)
v +
x
qd+e−1 + 1
[
d
i
]
q
q(
i
2)+iej
=
([
d− 1
i
]
q
q(
i
2)+ie −
[
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
q(
i−1
2 )+(i−1)e
)(
χ− x
qd+e−1 + 1
j
)
+
x
qd+e−1 + 1
[
d
i
]
q
q(
i
2)+iej
=
x
qd+e−1 + 1
q(
i−1
2 )+(i−1)e
([
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
−
[
d− 1
i
]
q
qi+e−1 +
[
d
i
]
q
qi+e−1
)
j
+
([
d− 1
i
]
q
qi+e−1 −
[
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
)
q(
i−1
2 )+(i−1)eχ
=
(
x
[
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
j +
([
d− 1
i
]
q
qi+e−1 −
[
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
)
χ
)
q(
i−1
2 )+(i−1)e .
The lemma follows.
When applying the previous lemma for i = 0, we need to calculate
(−1
2
)
= (−1)(−2)2 = 1.
Obviously, we find in the lemma 1 if π ∈ L and 0 otherwise.
For the Cameron-Liebler sets of one class of generators of a hyperbolic quadric Q+(2d−1, q), d
even, we can prove a similar result. Recall that two generators in the same class necessarily meet
each other in a j-space for some j ≡ d− 1 (mod 2) (see Remark 2.8).
Lemma 4.10. Let G be a class of generators of the hyperbolic quadric Q+(2d− 1, q), d even, and
let L be a Cameron-Liebler set of G with parameter x. The number of elements of L meeting a
generator π in a (d− 2i− 1)-space, i = 0, . . . , d2 , equals

(
(x− 1)
[
d− 1
2i− 1
]
q
+ q2i−1
[
d− 1
2i
]
q
)
q(
2i−1
2 ) if π ∈ L
x
[
d− 1
2i− 1
]
q
q(
2i−1
2 ) if π /∈ L
.
Proof. Let V ′0 , . . . , V
′
d
2
be the eigenspaces of the association scheme of G, using the ordering as in
Remark 2.18, and let A′0, . . . , A
′
d
2
be the matrices of the association scheme. Denote the charac-
teristic vector of the generator set L by χ. By Theorem 3.16(iii) we know that there is a vector
v ∈ V ′1 such that χ = v + xqd−1+1j.
The matrix A′i is the incidence matrix of the relation R
′
i which describes whether the intersec-
tion dimension of two generators equals d− 2i− 1 or not. Hence on the position corresponding to
a generator π the vector A′iχ has the number of generators in L meeting π in a (d− 2i− 1)-space.
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We find
A′iχ = A
′
iv +
x
qd−1 + 1
A′ij = P1,2iv +
x
qd−1 + 1
P0,2ij
=
([
d− 1
2i
]
q
q(
2i
2 ) −
[
d− 1
2i− 1
]
q
q(
2i−1
2 )
)
v +
x
qd−1 + 1
[
d
2i
]
q
q(
2i
2 )j
=
([
d− 1
2i
]
q
q(
2i
2 ) −
[
d− 1
2i− 1
]
q
q(
2i−1
2 )
)(
χ− x
qd−1 + 1
j
)
+
x
qd−1 + 1
[
d
2i
]
q
q(
2i
2 )j
=
x
qd−1 + 1
q(
2i−1
2 )
([
d− 1
2i− 1
]
q
−
[
d− 1
2i
]
q
q2i−1 +
[
d
2i
]
q
q2i−1
)
j
+
([
d− 1
2i
]
q
q2i−1 −
[
d− 1
2i− 1
]
q
)
q(
2i−1
2 )χ
=
(
x
[
d− 1
2i− 1
]
q
j +
([
d− 1
2i
]
q
q2i−1 −
[
d− 1
2i− 1
]
q
)
χ
)
q(
2i−1
2 ) .
The lemma follows.
5 Generalised quadrangles
In Section 2 we introduced the generalised quadrangles (polar spaces of rank 2) separately from
the polar spaces of rank at least three (see Definition 2.5) as for rank 2 there are also non-classical
examples. In this section we will introduce the Cameron-Liebler sets for generalised quadrangles
as line sets with specific properties. Recall that the dual of a generalised quadrangle arises by
interchanging the points and lines.
Because of duality, Cameron-Liebler sets for a generalised quadrangle Q, which we want to
introduce, can also be described as point sets in the dual generalised quadrangle QD. However, in
this way we find precisely the tight sets of generalised quadrangles, introduced in [32]. We refer
to [2] for a good introduction. For a generalised quadrangle we use P⊥ to denote the set of points
collinear with P , the point P included.
Definition 5.1. A point set T of a generalised quadrangle of order (s, t) is an i-tight set if for
any point P we have
|P⊥ ∩ T | =
{
s+ i P ∈ T
i P /∈ T .
The characterisation theorem below follows from results for tight sets, see [3, Section 2] and [43,
Theorem 2.3.11]. Of course it can be proved in a way analogous to the proofs of Theorems 3.7, 3.10
and 3.16.
Theorem 5.2. Let Q be a generalised quadrangle of order (s, t) and let L be a set of lines of Q
with characteristic vector χ. Let A be the point-line incidence matrix of Q, and let K be the line
disjointness matrix of Q. Denote |L|t+1 by x. The following five statements are equivalent.
(i) χ ∈ im(At).
(ii) χ ∈ (ker(A))⊥.
(iii) For each fixed line ℓ of Q, the number of elements of L disjoint from ℓ equals (x− (χ)ℓ)t.
(iv) For each fixed line ℓ of Q, the number of elements of L meeting ℓ in a point equals x +
(χ)ℓ(t− 1).
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(v) The vector χ− xst+1j is contained in the eigenspace of K for the eigenvalue −t.
Definition 5.3. Let Q be a generalised quadrangle. A line set L that fulfils one of the statements
in Theorem 5.2 (and consequently all of them) is called a Cameron-Liebler set with parameter
x = |L|t+1 .
Theorem 5.4. The line set L in the generalised quadrangle Q is a Cameron-Liebler set with
parameter x if and only if the point set LD is an x-tight set in QD.
An m-regular system of a generalised quadrangle is a set of lines such that any point is on
precisely m of them. A spread of a generalised quadrangle is a 1-regular system. The dual of an
m-regular system is an m-ovoid. It is known that an i-tight set and an m-ovoid always have mi
points in common (see [2, Theorem 4.3]), so the first part of the following result is immediate.
The second part can be proven in a way analogous to the proof of Theorems 3.7.
Theorem 5.5. Let Q be a generalised quadrangle of order (s, t) and let L be a Cameron-Liebler
set with parameter x of Q. For every m-regular system S of Q, we have |L ∩ S| = mx.
On the other hand, if Q admits a spread and has an automorphism group G that acts tran-
sitively on the pairs of disjoint lines of P and L is a set of lines such that |L ∩ S| = x for every
spread S ∈ C of Q, with C a class of spreads which is a union of orbits under the action of G, then
L is a Cameron-Liebler set with parameter x.
We present a classification result on tight sets of generalised quadrangles. This yields an
equivalent result for Cameron-Liebler sets of generalised quadrangles, but we will state it here in
the context of tight sets. We first recall a known result.
Theorem 5.6 ([32, II.5]). Let Q be a generalised quadrangle of order (s, t). If T is an i-tight set,
with i ≤ s, then a line of Q is contained in T or contains at most i points of T .
Theorem 5.7. Let Q be a generalised quadrangle of order (s, t), with s ≥ t. If T is a tight set of
Q with parameter x ≤ st + 1, then T is the union of the point set of x pairwise disjoint lines, or
x = st + 1 and the points of T form a subquadrangle of Q of order
(
s
t , t
)
.
Proof. We assume that T is non-empty and does not contain a line, hence on every line there is
a point not in T . We consider the point P ∈ T . We know that there are x + s − 1 points in T
collinear with P , not including P . By Theorem 5.6 there are at most x − 1 points of T \ {P} on
a line through P since on this line there must be a point not in T . Consequently,
x+ s− 1 ≤ (x − 1)(t+ 1) ⇔ x ≥ s
t
+ 1 . (1)
If x < st+1, we find a contradiction. So, if T is a non-empty tight set with parameter x < st+1,
then it contains the point set Tℓ of a line ℓ. It follows that T \Tℓ is a tight set with parameter x−1,
and moreover on each line meeting ℓ there is a point not in T . We can proceed using induction.
We find that T is the union of x disjoint lines.
If x = st + 1, we can have equality in (1) if and only if on each line through a point of T there
are precisely x points of T , equivalently on each line there are 0 or x points of T . If T is a tight
set with parameter x = st + 1, then either it contains the point set of a line or else it does not.
In the former case T is the union of a line and a tight set with parameter st , hence the union of
s
t + 1 lines. In the latter case we denote the set of lines containing
s
t + 1 points of T by L. Now
the lines of L and the points of T do form a subquadrangle of Q of order ( st , t) since
• each point of T lies on t+ 1 lines of L,
• on every line of L there are st + 1 points of T ,
• any two lines of L that meet, meet in a point of T .
Remark 5.8. For the generalised quadrangles of order (s, s) this coincides with the classical result
from [32, II.3 and II.4], which classified the i-tight sets with i = 1, 2 for all generalised quadrangles.
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By the previous remark we will focus on generalised quadrangles of order (s, t) with s > t in
the discussion of Theorem 5.7.
Remark 5.9. Theorem 5.7 does not improve the known classification results for the classical
generalised quadrangles with s > t, except for H(3, q2), with q = 2, 3, 4. See Table 3 for an
overview. For the non-classical generalised quadrangle H(4, q2)D of order (q3, q2), Theorem 5.7
gives the best known result.
The non-classical generalised quadrangle T3(O), with O an ovoid of PG(3, q), has order (q, q
2).
For its construction we refer to [33, 3.1.2]. It is known that T3(O) is isomorphic to Q−(5, q) if and
only if O is an elliptic quadric (see [33, 3.2.4]), so T3(O)
D
is isomorphic to H(3, q2) if and only
if O is an elliptic quadric. It is a classical result that all ovoids in PG(3, q), q odd, are elliptic
quadrics (see [4, 31]), but in PG(3, q), q = 2h and h ≥ 3 odd, ovoids that are not projectively
equivalent to elliptic quadrics are known (see [42]). For the generalised quadrangles T3(O)
D, with
O an ovoid that is not an elliptic quadric (hence not isomorphic to H(3, q2)), Theorem 5.7 gives
the best classification result for tight sets.
In Table 3 we give an overview of the classification results for tight sets. Recall that the
complement of an x-tight set in a generalised quadrangle of order (s, t) is an (st − x + 1)-tight
set, so we restrict to the results for x ≤ st+12 . We only include the generalised quadrangles for
which there is a classification result for the tight sets with parameter at least 3 (as for generalised
quadrangles the classification of x-tight sets with x ≤ 2 is given in [32, II.3 and II.4]). Recall that
Q(4, q) ∼=W(3, q)D, that Q(4, q) ∼= Q(4, q)D iff q is even, and that Q−(5, q) ∼= H(3, q2)D (see [33,
Section 3.2]).
x-tight set classification condition Reference
grid complete trivial
dual grid complete trivial
H(3, q2) x <
3
√
q4−1
2 q ≥ 9 odd [30, Theorem 2.17]
x <
4
√
q5√
2
+ 1 q > 4 [12, Theorem 3.9]
x < ǫq2 = q + 1 [1, Theorem 15]
x ≤ q + 1 Theorem 5.7
Q−(5, 2) complete [32, IV]
Q(4, q), q even x <
8
√
q5√
2
+ 1 q square [12, Theorem 3.12]
x < ǫq [1, Theorem 15]
complete q = 2 [32, IV]
x ≤ 3 q = 4 [32, VII]
Q(4, 3) complete [32, V and VI]
W(3, q), q odd x <
3
√
q2−1
2 q ≥ 81 [30, Corollary 2.24]
x <
8
√
q5√
2
+ 1 q square [12, Theorem 3.12]
x < ǫq [1, Theorem 15]
complete q = 3 [32, V and VI]
H(4, q2)D x ≤ q + 1 Theorem 5.7
T3(O)
D
x ≤ q + 1 Theorem 5.7
Table 3: Overview of the results on x-tight sets in generalised quadrangles, equivalently Cameron-
Liebler sets in the dual generalised quadrangle. Here O is an ovoid in PG(3, q), q even, that is
not an elliptic quadric. The value ǫq is such that q + ǫq is the size of the smallest blocking set in
PG(2, q) not containing a line.
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6 Classification results
In this section we present some classification results for Cameron-Liebler sets of generators in
polar spaces. We obtain a strong result in the case of polar spaces of type I with e ≥ 1. For the
hyperbolic quadrics of even rank we will focus on classification results for one class of generators
because of Theorem 3.19.
Some arguments in the proofs of this section rely on results about Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado sets of
generators in polar spaces. The Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado problem is a well-known problem in combinatorics,
which finds its origins in [20], but which has been studied in many contexts. For background on
the Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado problem for generators of polar spaces we refer to [35, 43]. As we will see
below it is closely related to the Cameron-Liebler problem.
Definition 6.1. An Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado set of generators of a polar space is a set of pairwise not
disjoint generators.
The following lemmata will be useful in the proof of the first classification theorem.
Lemma 6.2 ([35, Lemma 4]). Let π1, π2 and π3 be pairwise non-disjoint generators in a classical
polar space. The intersections π1 ∩ π2 and π1 ∩ π3 cannot be complementary subspaces of π1.
Lemma 6.3 ([26, Corollaries 5 and 12]). Let π and π′ be two generators of a polar space P that
meet in a v-space.
• If P = Q+(2d + 1, q) and v ≡ d (mod 2), the number of generators disjoint to both π and
π′ equals
q
(d+v+2)(d+v)
4 −(v+12 )
(d−v)/2∏
i=1
(q2i−1 − 1) .
• If P = H(2d+ 1, q2), the number of generators disjoint to both π and π′ equals
q(d+1)
2−(d−v+12 )
d−v∏
i=1
(qi + (−1)i) .
We present a first classification theorem, for Cameron-Liebler sets with parameter 1.
Theorem 6.4. Let P be a finite classical polar space of type I, III or IV, or one class of generators
of Q+(2d− 1, q), d even, and let L be a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter 1.
• If P is a polar space of type I or IV, then L is a point-pencil.
• If P is one class of generators of Q+(2d − 1, q), d even, then L is a point-pencil, or d = 4
and L is a base-solid (described in Example 4.7).
• If P is a polar space of type III, then L is a point-pencil or a hyperbolic class, or d = 3 and
L is given by Example 4.6.
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorems 3.7(i) and 3.16(i) that the elements of L pairwise
meet, hence L is an Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado set (which is not necessarily maximal). Moreover, we know
that |L| is the size of a point-pencil of P by Definitions 3.8 and 3.17.
If P is a generalised quadrangle (or one class of lines of Q+(3, q)), then any Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado
set is a subset of a point-pencil. The theorem is thus immediate in this case. Now, we assume
that P is an elliptic quadric Q−(2d + 1, q), d ≥ 3, a parabolic quadric Q(2d, q), d ≥ 3, one class
of generators of a hyperbolic quadric Q+(4n − 1, q), n ≥ 2, a symplectic variety W(2d − 1, q),
a Hermitian variety H(4n − 1, q), n ≥ 2 and q a square, or a Hermitian variety H(2d, q), d ≥ 3
and q a square. In these cases the theorem follows immediately from [35, Theorems 15, 21–24],
summarized in [35, Section 9]. Note that we know by Examples 4.2, 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 that the
described Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado sets are indeed Cameron-Liebler sets with parameter 1.
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Now we assume that P is either a hyperbolic quadric Q+(4n + 1, q) or a Hermitian variety
H(4n + 1, q), q a square. Note that P is a classical polar space of type I with rank d = 2n + 1.
First we prove the following claim: for any generator π in L the subset of L of generators meeting
π in precisely a point or in precisely a (d − 2)-space is the set of all generators through a fixed
point Pπ that meet the given generator in precisely a point, or the set of all generators through
Pπ that meet the given generator in precisely a (d− 2)-space, respectively.
Let π be an element of L. Denote the subset of L of generators meeting π in a (d − 2)-space
by L′ and the subset of L of generators meeting π in precisely a point by L′′. By Lemma 4.9
we know that L′′ is non-empty. Let π′ be a generator of L′′ meeting π in a point P . Then, by
Lemma 6.2, any generator in L′ and π′ meet non-trivially in π. Hence, all elements of L′ contain
P . By Lemma 4.9 we know that |L′| =
[
d− 1
1
]
q
qe. So, L′ is the set of all generators of P that
meet π in a (d−2)-space through P by Lemma 2.15. Now, again by Lemma 6.2 all elements of L′′
pass through P , and by Lemmas 2.15 and 4.9 we know that any generator meeting π in precisely
P is contained in L′′ ⊂ L. This finishes the proof of the claim with Pπ = P .
We consider the case in which P is a Hermitian variety H = H(4n + 1, q), q a square. Let π
be an element of L. We know that L contains all generators through Pπ meeting π in precisely a
point. Assume that σ is a generator in L that does not contain Pπ. Let α be a (4n− 1)-space in
the tangent space TPpi to H(4n + 1, q) at Pπ, such that Pπ /∈ α and such that α ⊃ σ ∩ TPpi = σ.
Denote the Hermitian variety α ∩ H by H′. Note that σ is a generator of H′. Furthermore, any
generator τ of H through Pπ corresponds to the generator α ∩ τ of H′; let π be the generator of
H′ corresponding to π. By Lemma 6.3 we know that there is a generator σ′ of H′ disjoint to both
π and σ. The subspace σ′ = 〈σ′, Pπ〉 is a generator of H meeting π in precisely the point Pπ and
disjoint to σ. By the above claim σ′ is a generator in L, however σ′ is disjoint to σ, a contradiction
as we assumed σ ∈ L. We conclude that all generators in L must contain the point Pπ, hence L
is a point-pencil.
Finally, we consider the case in which P is a hyperbolic quadric Q = Q+(4n + 1, q). By
Remark 4.5 we know that there are two classes of generators on Q, which we will denote by Ω1
and Ω2. Let π be an element of L. Without loss of generality we can assume π ∈ Ω1. We know
that L contains all generators through Pπ meeting π in precisely a point; all generators meeting
π in precisely a point belong to Ω1. Let π
′ ∈ L be a generator such that π ∩ π′ is the point Pπ.
Then Pπ′ = Pπ by the above claim since π is a generator in L meeting π′ in precisely a point.
Now, let α be a (4n − 1)-space in the tangent space TPpi to Q+(4n + 1, q) at Pπ , such that
Pπ /∈ α. Denote the hyperbolic quadric α∩Q by Q′. Any generator τ of Q through Pπ corresponds
to the generator α∩τ of Q′; let π be the generator of H′ corresponding to π. Consider a generator
σ ∈ Ω1 containing Pπ and let σ be its corresponding generator in Q′. Since π and σ belong to
the same generator class of Q, the generators π and σ belong to the same class of Q′. Hence,
by Lemma 6.3 we know there is a generator σ′ of Q′ disjoint to both π and σ. The subspace
σ′ = 〈σ′, Pπ〉 is a generator of Q meeting π in precisely the point Pπ, hence σ′ ∈ L. We observed
before that Pσ′ = Pπ. So, since σ
′ meets σ in precisely Pσ′ (because σ and σ′ are disjoint), σ is
contained in L.
So far, we conclude that the set L1 of all generators of the class Ω1 through Pπ is contained
in L. By the above claim we also know that L contains generators of the class Ω2, namely those
meeting π in a (2n−1)-space containing Pπ. Let ρ be such a generator of Ω2. Analogously, we can
prove that the set L2 of all generators of the class Ω2 through Pρ is contained in L. It is immediate
that |L| = |L1|+ |L2| as |L| is the size of a point-pencil. Consequently, L = L1 ∪ L2. If Pπ 6= Pρ,
then L contains clearly pairwise disjoint generators, contradicting that L is an Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado
set. We conclude that Pπ = Pρ and that L is a point-pencil.
For the polar spaces of type I with e ≥ 1 we extend the previous classification result. We
classify all Cameron-Liebler sets with parameter at most qe−1 + 1. First we prove a lemma.
Lemma 6.5. Let P be a finite classical polar space of type I of rank d and with parameter e, and
let L be a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter x. Let π be a generator not in L and let P
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be a point in π. Now, let zj be the number of elements of L meeting π in a j-space through P ,
0 ≤ j ≤ d− 2. Then, zd−j−2 = zd−2
[
d− 2
j
]
q
q(
j
2)+je, for j = 0, . . . , d− 2.
Proof. We prove this lemma using induction on j. It is trivially fulfilled for j = 0, so we prove the
induction step: assuming the lemma is true for all values up to (and including) j − 1, we prove it
for j.
By Lemma 4.9 we know that there are x
[
d− 1
j
]
q
q(
j
2)+je elements of L meeting π in a (d−j−2)-
space, zd−j−2 of them through P . We want to count the elements of L meeting π in a (d− j − 2)-
space not through P . Denote the number of (d− 2)-spaces in π not through P that are contained
in i elements of L by ti. Then it is immediate that
∑
i≥0 ti = q
d−1 and that
∑
i≥0 iti = x− zd−2.
We perform a double counting of the following set:
T = {(σ, α) | σ ∈ L, dim(σ ∩ π) = d− j − 2, dim(α) = d− 2, α ⊂ π, P /∈ α, σ ∩ π ⊆ α} .
For a generator σ ∈ L with P /∈ σ and dim(σ∩π) = d−j−2 we can find qj different (d−2)-spaces
in π passing through σ ∩ π and not containing P . Now, we look at a (d − 2)-space α ⊂ π not
containing P . Let τ be a generator of P meeting π in α. For a generator ρ ∈ L meeting τ in a
(d− j − 1)-space, there are three possibilities:
• ρ ∩ π is a (d− j − 2)-space contained in τ ∩ π = α ((ρ, τ, α) is of sort 1);
• ρ ∩ π is a (d− j − 1)-space contained in α ((ρ, τ, α) is of sort 2);
• ρ ∩ π is a (d− j)-space that meets α in a (d− j − 1)-space ((ρ, τ, α) is of sort 3).
By Lemma 4.9 we know the number of elements of L meeting τ in a (d− j − 1)-space, hence the
number of tuples (ρ, τ, α) with α a (d − 2)-space in π not through P , τ a generator meeting π in
α and ρ an element of L meeting τ in a (d− j − 1)-space:
∑
i≥0
ti
[
i
(
(x − 1)
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
+ qj+e−1
[
d− 1
j
]
q
)
q(
j−1
2 )+(j−1)e + (qe − i)x
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
q(
j−1
2 )+(j−1)e
]
= q(
j−1
2 )+(j−1)e

xqe[d− 1
j − 1
]
q
∑
i≥0
ti +
(
qj+e−1
[
d− 1
j
]
q
−
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
)∑
i≥0
iti


= q(
j−1
2 )+(j−1)e
(
xqd+e−1
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
+
(
qj+e−1
[
d− 1
j
]
q
−
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
)
(x− zd−2)
)
.
We denote the set of these tuples (ρ, τ, α) by T ′. Note that for any tuple (ρ, α) ∈ T the generator
τ ⊃ α, meeting ρ in a (d − j − 1)-space is uniquely determined; hence for any tuple (ρ, α) ∈ T
there is a unique tuple (ρ, τ, α) ∈ T ′ of sort 1. If (ρ, τ, α) ∈ T ′ is of sort 1, then (ρ, α) ∈ T .
If (ρ, τ, α) ∈ T ′ is of sort 2, then (ρ, α) /∈ T and there are qe − 1 choices for τ given ρ and α.
The number of tuples (ρ, τ, α) ∈ T ′ of sort 2 is(
x
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
q(
j−1
2 )+(j−1)e − zd−j−1
)
qj−1(qe − 1) ,
since there are x
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
q(
j−1
2 )+(j−1)e − zd−j−1 elements of L meeting π in a (d − j − 1)-space
not through P by Lemma 4.9 and there are qj−1 different (d − 2)-spaces in π not through P ,
containing a given (d− j − 1)-space.
If (ρ, τ, α) ∈ T ′ is of sort 3, then (ρ, α) /∈ T . Note that we may assume here that j ≥ 2 since
ρ 6= π. To count the number of these tuples (ρ, τ, α) ∈ T ′ of sort 3 we must distinguish between
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the generators ρ that meet P and the generators ρ that do not. The total number of generators
ρ such that dim(ρ ∩ π) = d − j equals x
[
d− 1
j − 2
]
q
q(
j−2
2 )+(j−2)e by Lemma 4.9, of which zd−j pass
through P . If ρ passes through P , there are qd−1 choices for α and for a given α and ρ precisely
qe choices for τ . If ρ does not pass through P , there are qd−1− qj−2 choices for α, and for a given
α and ρ there are precisely qe choices for τ . The number of tuples (ρ, τ, α) ∈ T ′ of sort 3 hence
equals
zd−jqd−1qe +
(
x
[
d− 1
j − 2
]
q
q(
j−2
2 )+(j−2)e − zd−j
)
(qd−1 − qj−2)qe
= zd−jqj−2qe + x
[
d− 1
j − 2
]
q
q(
j−2
2 )+(j−2)e(qd−1 − qj−2)qe .
Consequently,
|T | = q(j−12 )+(j−1)e
(
xqd+e−1
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
+
(
qj+e−1
[
d− 1
j
]
q
−
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
)
(x− zd−2)
)
−
(
x
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
q(
j−1
2 )+(j−1)e − zd−j−1
)
qj−1(qe − 1)
− zd−jqj−2qe − x
[
d− 1
j − 2
]
q
q(
j−2
2 )+(j−2)e(qd−1 − qj−2)qe
= xq(
j−1
2 )+(j−1)e
(
qj+e−1
(
qd−j
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
+
[
d− 1
j
]
q
−
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
)
+ (qj−1 − 1)
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
−(qd−j+1 − 1)
[
d− 1
j − 2
]
q
)
− q(j−12 )+(j−1)e
(
qj+e−1
[
d− 1
j
]
q
−
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
)
zd−2
+ zd−j−1qj−1(qe − 1)− zd−jqj−2qe
IH
= xq(
j
2)+jeqj
[
d− 1
j
]
q
− q(j−12 )+(j−1)e
(
qj+e−1
[
d− 1
j
]
q
−
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
)
zd−2
+ zd−2
[
d− 2
j − 1
]
q
q(
j−1
2 )+(j−1)eqj−1(qe − 1)− zd−2
[
d− 2
j − 2
]
q
q(
j−2
2 )+(j−2)eqj−2qe
= xq(
j
2)+jeqj
[
d− 1
j
]
q
− zd−2q(
j−1
2 )+(j−1)e
(
qj+e−1
([
d− 1
j
]
q
−
[
d− 2
j − 1
]
q
)
+
(
qj−1
[
d− 2
j − 1
]
q
+
[
d− 2
j − 2
]
q
−
[
d− 1
j − 1
]
q
))
= xq(
j
2)+jeqj
[
d− 1
j
]
q
− zd−2q(
j
2)+jeqj
[
d− 2
j
]
q
.
We find that the number of generators σ ∈ L, with P /∈ σ and dim(σ ∩ π) = d− j − 2, equals
|T |
qj
= xq(
j
2)+je
[
d− 1
j
]
q
− zd−2q(
j
2)+je
[
d− 2
j
]
q
.
Now it follows from the arguments at the beginning of the proof that
x
[
d− 1
j
]
q
q(
j
2)+je = zd−j−2 + xq(
j
2)+je
[
d− 1
j
]
q
− zd−2q(
j
2)+je
[
d− 2
j
]
q
⇔ zd−j−2 = zd−2q(
j
2)+je
[
d− 2
j
]
q
.
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This finishes the proof of the induction step.
Before presenting the main classification theorem, we first mention a characterisation result
about embedded polar spaces.
Theorem 6.6 ([10, Theorem 1.7]). Let P be a finite classical polar space of rank d ≥ 3 and with
parameter e ≥ 1, embedded in a projective space over Fq and let S be a set of generators of P
such that
(i) for every i = 0, . . . , d, the number of elements of S meeting a generator π in a (d−i−1)-space
equals 

([
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
+ qi
[
d− 1
i
]
q
)
q(
i−1
2 )+ie−1 if π ∈ S
(qe−1 + 1)
[
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
q(
i−1
2 )+(i−1)e if π /∈ S
;
(ii) for every point P of P there is a generator π /∈ S through P ;
(iii) for every point P of P and every generator π /∈ S through P , there are either (qe−1 +
1)
[
d− 2
j
]
q
q(
j
2)+je generators of L through P meeting τ in a (d − j − 2)-space, for all j =
0, . . . , d− 2, or there are no generators of L through P meeting τ in a (d− j − 2)-space, for
all j = 0, . . . , d− 2.
Then S is the set of generators of a classical polar space of rank d and with parameter e − 1
embedded in P .
Theorem 6.7. Let P be a finite classical polar space of type I of rank d and with parameter
e ≥ 1, and let L be a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter x. If x ≤ qe−1 + 1, then L is the
union of x point-pencils whose vertices are pairwise non-collinear or x = qe−1 +1 and L is the set
of generators of an embedded polar space of rank d and with parameter e− 1 (Example 4.4).
Proof. We proceed by induction on x. The statement is trivially fulfilled for x = 0, so we consider
the case x > 0. Let π ∈ L be a generator. By Lemma 4.9 we know that there are(
(x− 1)
[
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
+ qi+e−1
[
d− 1
i
]
q
)
q(
i−1
2 )+(i−1)e
elements of L meeting π in a (d− i− 1)-space. So, the number of tuples (Q, σ) with σ ∈ L and Q
a point in π ∩ σ equals
N =
d−1∑
i=0
(
(x− 1)
[
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
+ qi+e−1
[
d− 1
i
]
q
)
q(
i−1
2 )+(i−1)e
[
d− i
1
]
q
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where the term for i = 0 corresponds to the tuples with σ = π, so
N =
x− 1
q − 1
d−1∑
i=0
q(
i−1
2 )+(i−1)e
[
d− 1
i− 1
]
q
(
qd−i − 1)+ 1
q − 1
d−1∑
i=0
q(
i
2)+ie
[
d− 1
i
]
q
(
qd−i − 1)
=
x− 1
q − 1
d−1∑
i=0
q(
i
2)+ie
[
d− 1
i
]
q
(
qd−i−1 − 1)+ 1
q − 1
d−1∑
i=0
q(
i
2)+ie
[
d− 1
i
]
q
(
qd−i − 1)
=
x− 1
q − 1
[
qd−1
d−1∑
i=0
q(
i
2)
[
d− 1
i
]
q
qi(e−1) −
d−1∑
i=0
q(
i
2)
[
d− 1
i
]
q
qie
]
+
1
q − 1
[
qd
d−1∑
i=0
q(
i
2)
[
d− 1
i
]
q
qi(e−1) −
d−1∑
i=0
q(
i
2)
[
d− 1
i
]
q
qie
]
(Lem. 2.9)
=
x− 1 + q
q − 1 q
d−1
d−2∏
j=0
(
qj+e−1 + 1
)− x
q − 1
d−2∏
j=0
(
qj+e + 1
)
=
(
x
q − 1
(
qd−1(qe−1 + 1)− (qd+e−2 + 1))+ qd−1(qe−1 + 1)) d−3∏
j=0
(
qj+e + 1
)
=
(
x
[
d− 1
1
]
q
+ qd−1(qe−1 + 1)
)
d−3∏
j=0
(
qj+e + 1
)
.
It is immediate that there is a point P ∈ π which is contained in at least N
[
d
1
]−1
q
of these tuples,
hence in at least N
[
d
1
]−1
q
elements of L meeting π non-trivially. Assume there is a generator τ
through P that is not contained in L. Let zj be the number of elements of L meeting τ in a j-space
through P , 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 2. By Lemma 6.5, zd−j−2 = zd−2
[
d− 2
j
]
q
q(
j
2)+je, for j = 0, . . . , d− 2. So,
the number of elements of L meeting τ in a subspace containing P equals
d−2∑
j=0
zd−j−2 =
d−2∑
j=0
zd−2
[
d− 2
j
]
q
q(
j
2)+je (Lem. 2.9)= zd−2
d−3∏
j=0
(qj+e + 1) .
It follows that(
x
[
d− 1
1
]
q
+ qd−1(qe−1 + 1)
)∏d−3
j=0
(
qj+e + 1
)
[
d
1
]
q
≤ zd−2
d−3∏
j=0
(qj+e + 1) ≤ x
d−3∏
j=0
(qj+e + 1) .
Note that zd−2 ≤ x by Lemma 4.9. Now,(
x
[
d− 1
1
]
q
+ qd−1(qe−1 + 1)
)∏d−3
j=0
(
qj+e + 1
)
[
d
1
]
q
≤ x
d−3∏
j=0
(qj+e + 1)
⇔ qd−1(qe−1 + 1) ≤ x
([
d
1
]
q
−
[
d− 1
1
]
q
)
⇔ qe−1 + 1 ≤ x .
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If x < qe−1 + 1, then this is a contradiction. Consequently, in this case all generators through
P are contained in L; let L′ be the point-pencil with vertex P . Then L \ L′ is a Cameron-Liebler
set of P with parameter x − 1. This finishes the induction argument. Note that no element of
L \ L′ contains P , hence none of the vertices of the x− 1 point-pencils in L \ L′ is collinear with
P .
If x = qe−1 + 1, then either all of the previous inequalities are equalities or some of them are
not. In the latter case, we can repeat the argument of the case x < qe−1+1 and we find the union
of x point-pencils with pairwise non-collinear vertices. In the former case we find that L is a set
of
∏d−2
j=−1(q
j+e + 1) =
∏d−1
j=0 (q
j+(e−1) + 1) generators admitting the relations of Lemma 4.9 for
x = qe−1+1 such that for any point there is a generator not in L through it and such that for any
point P and generator τ /∈ L containing P there are either (qe−1 + 1)
[
d− 2
j
]
q
q(
j
2)+je generators
of L through P meeting τ in a (d− j− 2)-space, for all j = 0, . . . , d− 2, or there are no generators
of L through P meeting τ in a (d − j − 2)-space, for all j = 0, . . . , d − 2. By Theorem 6.6 L has
to be a polar space of rank d and with parameter e− 1 embedded in P .
The previous result deals with Cameron-Liebler sets in polar spaces of type I. Now we look
at the hyperbolic quadrics of even rank. The classification of the Cameron-Liebler sets in (one
class of generators of) Q+(3, q) is trivial, so we will look at Cameron-Liebler sets in one class of
generators of Q+(7, q).
We recall from Theorem 2.17 that the automorphism group of a finite classical polar space
acts transitively on pairs of disjoint generators. We will now look at triples of pairwise disjoint
generators. The following result seems to be known among geometers, but the authors did not
find a direct proof. It does follow from [9, Proposition 8 and Remark 9]. However, the proof there
uses Segre varieties. For the sake of completeness we will provide here a direct proof.
Lemma 6.8. The automorphism group of Q+(4n − 1, q), n ≥ 1, acts transitively on triples of
pairwise disjoint generators.
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that Q = Q+(4n− 1, q) is given by the quadratic
form Q(x0, . . . , x4n−1) = x0x2n + · · · + x2n−1x4n−1, represented by the matrix ( 0 I0 0 ), where all
blocks are (2n × 2n)-matrices. Let G be the collineation group (automorphism group) of Q; its
elements are given by a (4n× 4n)-matrix and an Fq-automorphism. Let H ≤ G be the subgroup
of isometries of Q, the collineations whose corresponding field automorphism is trivial. We will
prove that for four pairwise disjoint generators π1, π2, π3, π4 there is an element of H that fixes
π1 and π2, and that maps π3 onto π4. Since, by Theorem 2.17, G acts transitively on the pairs of
pairwise disjoint generators of Q, we can choose π1 = col (( I0 )) and π2 = col (( 0I )).
The elements of H that fix both π1 and π2 are given by the matrices A =
(
A1 0
0 A2
)
, with A1
and A2 non-singular (2n× 2n)-matrices. For A to be an isometry, moreover we must have(
0 I
0 0
)
=
(
A1 0
0 A2
)(
0 I
0 0
)(
A1 0
0 A2
)t
=
(
0 A1A
t
2
0 0
)
,
hence A1A
t
2 = I. Any generator that is disjoint to both π1 and π2 can be described as col ((
I
X ))
with X a non-singular (2n × 2n)-matrix. A (2n − 1)-space col (( IX )) is a generator of Q if and
only if (
I Xt
)(0 I
I 0
)(
I
X
)
= 0 ⇔ X +Xt = 0 ,
where X , I and 0 are (2n× 2n)-matrices. It follows that X is an alternating matrix. Note that
( 0 II 0 ) is the matrix of the bilinear form associated with Q.
Let C and C′ be the non-singular alternating (2n× 2n)-matrices such that π3 = col (( IC )) and
π4 = col
((
I
C′
))
. Since two non-singular alternating matrices of the same dimension are conjugate
(up to isomorphism there is only one symplectic polar space of a given rank), there is a non-singular
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matrix D such that C′ = DCDt. Now,(
(Dt)
−1
0
0 D
)(
I
C
)
=
(
(Dt)
−1
DC
)
and col
((
(Dt)
−1
DC
))
= col
((
(Dt)
−1
Dt
DCDt
))
= col
((
I
C′
))
.
So, the isometry defined by the matrix
(
(Dt)
−1
0
0 D
)
maps π3 onto π4, and it fixes both π1 and π2.
This finishes the proof.
From [9, Proposition 4 and Remark 5] the analogous statement for the Hermitian varieties
H(2d− 1, q2) follows. The proof in [9] also uses Segre varieties, but it is probably possible to give
a proof similar to the above. We do not go into detail because we do not need this result in this
paper. It is immediate that an analogous result cannot hold for the polar spaces Q+(4n + 1, q),
n ≥ 1, Q(4n, q), n ≥ 1, Q−(2d+ 1, q), d ≥ 1, and H(2d, q2), d ≥ 1.
In the next lemmata we will consider those hyperbolic quadrics Q+(4n − 1, q) that admit
spreads. Recall from Table 2 that we know that the hyperbolic quadric Q+(4n − 1, q) admits a
spread if q is even. If q is odd, it admits a spread in case n = 1 or in case n = 2 and q is prime
or q 6≡ 1 (mod 3); if q is odd and n ≥ 3, or if q ≡ 1 (mod 3) is non-prime and odd and n = 2,
no existence or non-existence results are known, up to the knowledge of the authors. Also, recall
that two disjoint generators in Q+(4n− 1, q) belong to the same class.
We first prove two lemmata.
Lemma 6.9. Let P be one class of generators of a hyperbolic quadric Q+(4n− 1, q) that admits
spreads, and let π and π′ be two disjoint generators of P . If L is a Cameron-Liebler set of P with
parameter x, with characteristic vector χ, then the number of generators of L disjoint to both π
and π′ equals (x− (χ)π − (χ)π′)qn(n−1)
∏n−1
i=1 (q
2i−1 − 1).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3. Denote the number of spreads of P
containing i given pairwise disjoint generators by ni, i = 2, 3. By Lemma 6.8 we know these
numbers are independent of the chosen generators.
We count the tuples (τ, S) with τ a generator of P disjoint to both π and π′ and S a spread
of P containing π, π′ and τ . Using Lemmas 6.3 and 2.15 we find that
n2(q
2n−1 − 1) = n3qn(n−1)
n∏
i=1
(q2i−1 − 1) ⇔ n2
n3
= qn(n−1)
n−1∏
i=1
(q2i−1 − 1) .
Now we count the tuples (τ, S) with τ a generator of P disjoint to both π and π′ that is contained
in L, and S a spread of P containing π, π′ and τ . On the one hand, there are n2 spreads containing
π and π′, and by Theorem 3.16(v) there are x− (χ)π− (χ)π′ elements of L disjoint to both π and
π′ contained in this spread. On the other hand, for a given τ , there are n3 spreads containing π,
π′ and τ . So, the number of generators of L disjoint to both π and π′ equals
n2
n3
(x− (χ)π − (χ)π′) = (x− (χ)π − (χ)π′)qn(n+1)
n−1∏
i=1
(q2i−1 − 1) .
Lemma 6.10. Let P be one class of generators of a hyperbolic quadric Q+(7, q) that admits
spreads, and let L be a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter x. If
(x− 1)q3 < c(q3 + x(q2 + q + 1))−
(
c+ 1
2
)
(2q2 + x(q + 1)) ,
then there are no c+ 1 pairwise disjoint generators in L.
Proof. We follow the approach from [37, Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 6.5] and [29, Lemma 2.4].
Assume that π0, . . . , πc are c + 1 pairwise disjoint generators in L. We denote the set of
generators in L that have a non-empty intersection with πi by Si and the set of generators that have
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non-empty intersections with both πi and πj by Sij . It follows immediately from Theorem 3.16
and Lemma 6.9 that |Si| = q3 + x(q2 + q + 1) for all i = 0, . . . , c, and that |Sij | = 2q2 + x(q + 1)
for all 0 ≤ i 6= j ≤ c.
Using the inclusion-exclusion principle we find that
|L| ≥
∣∣∣∣∣
c⋃
i=0
Si
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
c∑
i=0
|Si| −
∑
0≤i<j≤c
|Sij | ,
and hence,
x(q + 1)(q2 + 1) ≥ (c+ 1)(q3 + x(q2 + q + 1))−
(
c+ 1
2
)
(2q2 + x(q + 1))
⇔ (x− 1)q3 ≥ c(q3 + x(q2 + q + 1))−
(
c+ 1
2
)
(2q2 + x(q + 1)) ,
a contradiction.
Before presenting the classification theorem for Cameron-Liebler sets of a class of generators
of Q+(7, q), we recall the Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado theorem for a class of generators of Q+(7, q).
Theorem 6.11 ([35, Theorem 22] and [14, Remark 2.3.2]). A maximal Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado set of
generators of one class P of a hyperbolic quadric Q+(7, q) is a point-pencil (restricted to P) or a
base-solid (described in Example 4.7).
Theorem 6.12. Let P be one class of generators of a hyperbolic quadric Q+(7, q) that admits
spreads, and let L be a Cameron-Liebler set of P with parameter x. If x ≤
√
3−1
2 q, then L is the
union of x point-pencils whose vertices are pairwise non-collinear or L is the union of x base-solids
whose centers are pairwise disjoint.
Proof. We follow the approach from [37, Lemma 5.3, Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.5] and [29,
Lemma 2.5, Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2]. Let m be the largest integer such that there exist m
pairwise disjoint generators π1, . . . , πm in L. First we prove that m ≤ b =
(
1−
√
3
3
)
q, by showing
that there cannot be ⌊b⌋+ 1 pairwise disjoint generators in L. We want to use Lemma 6.10 and
for this we have to prove that f(⌊b⌋) ≥ 0 with
f(c) = c(q3 + x(q2 + q + 1))−
(
c+ 1
2
)
(2q2 + x(q + 1))− (x− 1)q3 .
As f is a quadratic function with a negative leading coefficient, it is sufficient to check that f(b) ≥ 0
and f(b− 1) ≥ 0. A straightforward calculation shows that
f(b) ≥ 0 ⇔ x ≤
√
3− 1
2
q + f1(q) with f1(q) =
(2 +
√
3)q2 + (2
√
3− 3)q
4q2 − (√3− 1)q − 3 +√3 and
f(b− 1) ≥ 0 ⇔ x ≤
√
3− 1
2
q + f2(q) with f2(q) =
(5− 2√3)q3 − (6 − 3√3)q2 − (3√3− 3)q
4q3 + (
√
3 + 1)q2 + (3
√
3− 3)q + 6 .
Since fi(q) ≥ 0 for q ≥ 2 and i = 1, 2, we find the statement to be true: we have m ≤ b.
We denote the set of generators that have a non-empty intersection with both πi and πj by
Sij , 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m, and we denote the set of generators in L that are disjoint to πj , for all j 6= i,
by Li, i = 1, . . . ,m. We know that |Sij | = 2q2 + x(q + 1), for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m, by Theorem 3.16
and Lemma 6.9.
It is easy to see that πi ∈ Li for any i = 1, . . . ,m. Moreover any two generators in Li must have
a non-empty intersection since there are no m+1 pairwise disjoint generators in L by assumption.
Hence, the set Li is an Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado set of generators, and consequently, Li ⊆ Li, with Li a
maximal Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado set of generators. It is straightforward that Li contains all elements of
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L meeting πi that are not in ∪j 6=iSij . Hence, |Li| ≥ q3 + x(q2 + q + 1)− (m− 1)(2q2 + x(q + 1))
by Lemma 4.10.
Assume that there exists a generator π ∈ Li \ Li for some i. Again by Lemma 4.10, we know
that π meets x(q2 + q + 1) generators of L non-trivially. But, as π is contained in the maximal
Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado set Li, it meets all generators in Li non-trivially. Consequently,
q3 + x(q2 + q + 1)− (m− 1)(2q2 + x(q + 1)) ≤ x(q2 + q + 1)
⇔ q3 ≤ (m− 1)(2q2 + x(q + 1)) .
However,
(m− 1)(2q2 + x(q + 1)) ≤
((
1−
√
3
3
)
q − 1
)(
2q2 +
√
3− 1
2
q(q + 1)
)
= q3 −
(
5
2
−
√
3
3
)
q2 −
√
3− 1
2
q
< q3 .
We find a contradiction. Hence, Li = Li for all i = 1, . . . ,m. So, L is the union of the maximal
Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado sets Li, i = 1, . . . , x, which necessarily have to be pairwise disjoint.
By Theorem 6.11 each of these sets Li is either a point-pencil of P or else a base-solid. Two
point-pencils in P are disjoint if and only if their vertices are non-collinear. Analogously, two
base-solids in P are disjoint if and only if their centers are disjoint. Finally, a point-pencil and a
base-solid in P cannot be disjoint. This finishes the proof of the theorem.
In the previous theorem we did not discuss the hyperbolic quadric Q+(4n − 1, q) for general
n, but only the hyperbolic quadric Q+(7, q). We know that the largest Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado sets of
Q+(4n − 1, q), n ≥ 3, are point-pencils. So, to apply the approach that we used in the previous
proof, we need a result that gives an upper bound on the size of the maximal Erdo˝s-Ko-Rado
sets of Q+(4n− 1, q) different from a point-pencil. However, such a result is not available at the
moment.
Summary
We summarize the classification results of this section in Table 4.
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